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Although almost all book fairs  
and industry events were canceled 
from March through August 2020, 
professionals in publishing the 
world over have continued to work 
remotely with their colleagues.

As publication schedules gradually 
resume in a number of countries,  
we can all can take some time at 
last to discover the finest books 
from around the world.

To aid you in your search, the Bureau 
international de l’édition française 
(BIEF) is delighted to present an 
interactive selection of more than 
200 titles on this year's theme of 

"family" for readers of all ages,  
all recent or forthcoming from  
over 100 French publishers.

You will no doubt be familiar  
with some of these authors, already 
well-known for their handling  
of these sensitive themes.

But you will also encounter new 
voices addressing these vital and 
often all-too-contemporary topics.

Whether it be a book by a first-time 
author, a well-established name, or 
a title for which rights have already 
been sold in several languages, 
what you will find here are books 

specifically chosen for their strong 
potential to succeed in translation  
in a variety of markets and cultures.

You may browse through titles 
individually or use our interactive 
links to consult our catalogue  
by category.

For more information on any title, 
please don’t hesitate to reach  
out to the relevant publisher’s  
rights department using the handy 
contact info provided.

Happy browsing! Here’s hoping  
you make some terrific finds!

A word from the editor

In partnership with
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Johanna Brock  j.brock@actes-sud.fr

 Actes Sud junior

Muzo

Rights sold
Chinese, Greek, Turkish

9782330072735 / 2017 / 40 pages / 6,90 €

Théo begs for the same brand shoes as his friend. His 
mother says no: they’re too expensive. Later, at the super-
market, he absolutely wants the homework book with a 
superhero on the cover. This time, his mother relents, but 
when Théo asks for sweets at the counter, she refuses. 
Why does Théo throw tantrums? And how do we protect 
consumer children from marketing messages?

Why does Theo throw a tantrum every time his parents 
take him shopping? And how do we protect consumer 
children from marketing messages?

  Je le veux ! Achète-le moi !

I WANT IT!  
BUY IT FOR ME!
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Aurélie Lapautre  aurelie.lapautre@albin-michel.fr

 Albin Michel Jeunesse

Carole Trébor, 
Carole Maurel

9782226454706 / 2021 / 192 pages / 10,90 €

In Uncle Leon and Aunt Lucienne's pharmacy, drugs disap-
pear every night! While they move heaven and earth to find 
the culprits, Jeanne, their niece, worries about the thieves’ 
health, and decides to conduct her own investigation… Thus 
begins a race against time in which the young little girl finds 
herself in all sorts of unlikely places, from the catacombs to 
the artists' neighborhood, meeting Kiki de Montparnasse 
and befriending a group of street children...

Dive into 1920s France and discover a city buzzing  
with artistic creativity and scientific experiments!

  Jeanne, la fille du docteur Loiseau,  
Tome 1 : Le Cadeau de Kiki de Montparnasse 

JEANNE, DOCTOR 
LOISEAU'S DAUGHTER, 
VOLUME 1: A GIFT FROM 
KIKI DE MONTPARNASSE 
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Aurélie Lapautre  aurelie.lapautre@albin-michel.fr

 Albin Michel Jeunesse

9782226458650 / 2021 / 32 pages / 20,00 €

MY GRANDMA'S 
MEMORY

  La Mémoire de ma grand-Mère

A book that poetically addresses the old age, memory 
loss and the importance of transmission.

Grandma can't remember where she tidied her memo-
ries away in her mind. Her family tries to help her put 
together her past from the fragments that surface from 
time to time. One day, the mist clears, and the memory 
of a lake emerges: she tells her grandchildren how as a 
girl, she once took a boat alone to go see flying fish… Her 
memories soon leave her again, but thankfully they will 
live on in her grandchildren. With metaphorical images 
and pop-up scenes that give an evocative strength to this 
beautiful message.

Eléonore Douspis

 Amaterra

Gilles Baum, 
Amandine Piu

Rights sold
Italian, Korean, Greck

Find out more
>  Swiss "Enfantaisie Prize" /  

"Graines de lecteur" Literary Prize / 
"Coup de pouce" Early Reading Prize

9782368562192 / 2020 / 44 pages / 14,90 €

A grandmother decides that it's time for her granddaughter 
to learn to ride a bicycle without training wheels. Even after 
several accidents and a temper tantrum, grandma will not 
let her granddaughter off the hook! That night, the little 
girl thinks about the quiet tears she saw rolling down her 
grandmother's cheeks... and then she understands. The 
little girl decides, in turn, to teach her grandmother to ride 
her grandfather's old bicycle... although maybe she'd best 
keep the training wheels.

A charming tribute to feisty grandmothers  
and intergenerational relationships.

  Allez mémé !

GO FOR IT, 
GRANDMA!
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Éric André  contact@amaterra.fr Éric André  contact@amaterra.fr

 Amaterra

9782368561911 / 2019 / 48 pages / 13,90 €

IT'S SO FAR!
  C'est trop loin !

A little boy is on his way to school. "It's so far!",  
he moans. Lucky for him, his mom has quite  
the imagination! 

A little boy is on his way to school. "It's so far!", he moans. 
So, his mother decides to cheer him up by inventing a fabu-
lous journey full of unexpected twists: together, they jump 
into a hot air balloon, onto the back of a whale, then a polar 
bear, and they even try a fire truck... Moms can have a lot of 
imagination when they need to!

 Find out more
> 2020-2021 "Livrentête" Prize

Capucine Lewalle
Chiara Baglioni

Éric André  contact@amaterra.fr

 Amaterra

Davide Cali, 
Laure du Faÿ

Rights sold
Chinese

9782368561713 / 2018 / 32 pages / 12,90 €

The town of Dumpsville is proudly hosting an exhibition 
of some of the finest art by the great masters. The entire 
Dumpoop family has turned up for the occasion! There 
is something for everyone. Uncle Dumpoop is absolutely 
passionate about abstract art. Auntie Snotnose simply 
adores Bottomcelli's Venus! Auntie Hogwash is particu-
larly drawn to portraiture. A big competition is organized. 
But unfortunately, the famous Van Dump doesn't have quite 
the same taste as the Dumpoops... and he is quite happy 
to tell them so!

There is absolutely nothing normal about the Dumpoop 
family! In fact, they manage to make even the most 
mundane of activities completely mad!

  La famille Cacacrotte-Au musée

THE DUMPOOP 
FAMILY GO  
TO A MUSEUM
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Éric André  contact@amaterra.fr

 Amaterra

9782368561706 / 2018 / 32 pages / 12,90 €

THE DUMPOOP 
FAMILY HAVE  
A BARBEQUE

  La famille Cacacrotte-Le barbecue

There is absolutely nothing normal about the Dumpoop 
family! In fact, they manage to make even the most 
mundane of activities completely mad!

Grandpa and Grandma Dumpoop, Auntie Snotnose, Auntie 
and Uncle Hogwash, Poopette and Dungy: the whole family 
has come together for their annual barbecue. But it's not 
easy agreeing on what to cook: Auntie Snotnose is a vege-
tarian, Papa Dumpoop only eats fish and Uncle Hogwash 
is rather partial to steak...

Rights sold
Chinese

Davide Cali,  
Laure du Faÿ

Pauline Armand  pauline.armand@groupebayard.com

 Bayard Jeunesse 

Évelyne Brisou-Pellen, 
Juliette Baily

Find out more
> 3 400 copies sold in France

9782747098472 / 2019 / 144 pages / 9,90 €

This moving and hilarious series is about finding out who 
we are. John is a determined and smart little humanoid 
who lives underground. But figuring out where you belong 
in such a crowded world isn’t easy! This is also a fascina-
ting nature book about the secret life of gardens and the 
animals living in them.

Talie's life can be summed up in three words: digging, 
eating, sleeping. Until the day the little mole discovers 
a tiny baby in one of her galleries that she immediately 
adopts with great joy. But this child looks nothing  
like her neighbors' children...

  John et le royaume d'en bas 

JOHN AND HIS 
UNDERGROUND 
WORLD
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Pauline Armand  pauline.armand@groupebayard.com

 Bayard Jeunesse 

9791036305344 / 2019 / 40 pages / 9,90 €

WHERE AM I FROM?  
A LITTLE BOOK ABOUT 
ALL TYPES OF FAMILIES

  D'où je viens ? Le petit livre pour 
parler de toutes les familles 

Traditional families, blended families, single-parent 
families, same-sex families, adoptive families,  
foster families... This little book talks about all  
the different types of families and addresses  
questions of identity and parentage.

There is no such thing as a child without parents! And for 
every child, their family is unique. These days, there are so 
many ways to be a family other than the traditional father/
mom/child model. You could be in a single-parent family, a 
blended family, a same-sex family, an adoptive family or a 
foster family. Every child experiences something different. 
This little book addresses differences and helps children 
understand family ties in an open and diverse society, so 
that every child feels good about their family!

Find out more
> 2 400 copies sold in France

Stéphanie Duval, 
Serge Hefez, 

Isabelle Maroger

Rudy Martel  martelrudy@gmail.com 

 Benjamins media

9782912754745 / 2013 / 49 pages / 21,00 €

BROTHER  
IN A JAR

  Un frère en bocal 

One day, Hippolytus comes home  
with a brother… in a jar!

Hippolytus is an only child: he doesn’t have any brothers or 
sisters. His mother calls him her “prince”, her “master- 
piece” or her “perfect little boy”… And yet he still has to take 
out the trash, lay the table, and put away the dishes… One 
day, when he goes out to buy some crackers at the local 
grocery, Hippolytus comes home with a brother… in a jar! 
Thus Aristides, the new prodigal son, is born…

Rights sold
Polish, Korean

Emilie Chazerand
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Rudy Martel  martelrudy@gmail.com 

 Benjamins media

Emilie Chazerand

Rights sold
Chinese

9782375150658 / 2019 / 48 pages / 19,90 €

Mrs and Mr Dipper have three children: Colombe, Jean- 
Nicolas and Baby Dipper. Sometimes, they take the child-
ren on “days out”. One day, while the family is busy taking 
a selfie with a goat on a farm they’re visiting, Baby Dipper 
wanders away from his parents and quietly settles down 
for a nap against the soft flanks of one of the farm ani-
mals. Baby Dipper wakes up to find himself in the middle 
of a barnyard. He’s soon adopted by the resident cow, who 
christen’s him Mugli. 

One Sunday afternoon, while visiting a farm,  
little Baby Dipper wanders away from his parents,  
Mrs and Mr Dipper, and quietly settles down for  
a nap against the soft flanks of one of the farm animals. 
Baby Dipper wakes up to find himself surrounded  
a bunch of goats, a little calf and a cow… 

  Meugli 

MUGLI

Rudy Martel  martelrudy@gmail.com 

 Benjamins media

Emilie Chazerand

9782375150726 / 2020 / 48 pages / 19,90 €

Mrs Schneck is a very mean woman. The thing is, nobody 
knows it, because she is also extremely hypocritical. In 
fact, she’s even quite popular in her village. Raymond, Mrs 
Schneck’s cat, has just about reached the end of his tether 
with his nasty mistress and is working on a cunning plan 
to shut her up for good. One morning, Mrs Schneck wakes 
up coughing. She seems to have something stuck in her 
throat preventing her from speaking… 

Cat got your tongue is a new release by Émilie 
Chazerand about a talking cat seeking revenge  
on his hypocritical mistress. A strikingly funny tale, 
similar in style to The Rabbi’s Cat by Joann Sfar.

  Un chat dans la gorge 

CAT GOT  
YOUR TONGUE
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Rudy Martel  martelrudy@gmail.com 

 Benjamins media

9782375150313 / 2017 / 48 pages / 19,90 €

THE TRUE STORY 
OF BERNADETTE 
BOARLET

  La vérité vraie sur Mireille Marcassin 

This is the story of an elderly couple who adopt  
a young wild boar…

One day, Lisette and Pierrot, a childless couple, find a little 
wild boar. They decide to take the little boarlet under their 
wing, call her Bernadette and teach her all she needs to 
know to make her way in life: how to brush her teeth, how 
to eat with a knife and fork, to say “hello”, “thank you” and 
“goodbye” and to always flush the toilet. But Bernadette 
is always asking questions that neither Pierrot nor Lisette 
know how to answer. So one day, they decide to send her 
to school…

Rights sold
Polish

Emilie Chazerand

Ieva Vaitkeviciute  ivaitkeviciute@editions-didier.fr

 Didier Jeunesse

9782278051977 / 2002 / 56 pages / 13,10 €

AFTERWARDS...
  Et après…

When I was a kid, with Grandma, on Wednesdays,  
we made pastries. Then we ate them...  
Once, Grandma was very angry. But I don't know why.

Malika Doray addresses the sensitive topic of a grandmo-
ther passing away. The gentle narrative and simple illus-
trations enhance the implications of this deeply emotional 
event in a child's life.

Rights sold
English (world), German, Korean

Malika Doray
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Ieva Vaitkeviciute  ivaitkeviciute@editions-didier.fr

 Didier Jeunesse

Georgette 9782278097968 / 2020 / 24 pages / 10,90 €

A family is like a nest, or a burrow. Sometimes there are just 
two people in a family. Or three. Sometimes there are lots 
of people. Sometimes there are two dads, or two moms. 
Sometimes family is a memory kept close to the heart. And 
sometimes it's a gift from elsewhere... 
This is a book for families of all shapes, sizes and origins.

This is a simple and meaningful book about the many 
different ways one can make a family in life. 

  Familles

FAMILIES

Ieva Vaitkeviciute  ivaitkeviciute@editions-didier.fr

 Didier Jeunesse

9782278097975 / 2020 / 24 pages / 14,90 €

ONE FINE DAY
  Un très beau jour

Full of love and affection, this is the perfect book 
to welcome to the world the child who is about  
to be born.

This is a moving depiction of the baby's life inside its mo-
ther's womb, an invitation to discover the outside world and 
the joy of feeling and dreaming...
This book, with illustrations and poetry by the talented Ju-
dith Gueyfier, will appeal to all audiences. The text provides 
words to offer either to a child who is about to be born, or 
to a new-born baby, or to the slightly older child who wants 
to hear about their life before...

Marie-France Painset,  
Judith Gueyfier
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Ieva Vaitkeviciute  ivaitkeviciute@editions-didier.fr

 Didier Jeunesse

Stéphane Servant, 
Anne Montel

Rights sold
Spanish (world)

9782278070374 / 2012 / 32 pages / 12,90 €

This is the story of Crafougna, a huge hairy beast that de-
cides to settle down with a nice little family. One by one, 
each member of the family falls under the creature's 
influence... Only one doesn't give in, and he makes it his 
mission to bring the rest of the family back to their senses!

One Sunday night, the Crafougna crept into 
our house, without making a sound…

  Le Crafougna

THE 
CRAFOUGNA

Joséphine Hubert  josephine@editions-animees.com

 Éditions Animées

9791094306178 / 2017 / 48 pages / 10,00 €

PARENTS AND 
KIDS COLOR  
IN TOGETHER!

  Parents, enfants, coloriez ensemble !

Color in, play, swap pencils and  
share your memories and your dreams...

With this coloring book, you can: design the car of your 
dreams while your child draws the real-life version; color 
in a duckling while your duckling colors in the mother duck; 
draw the job you wanted to do when you were a child, while 
your little one draws what they want to be when they grow 
up... and you can even play cowboys and Indians together. 
With this coloring book, you can bring your worlds together, 
swap your pencils and share your memories and dreams... 
The perfect opportunity to communicate through play and 
grow together. 

Claire Faÿ
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Joséphine Hubert  josephine@editions-animees.com

 Éditions Animées & Pocket Jeunesse

Christian Jolibois,  
Christian Heinrich 

Find out more
>  Joint edition for the 20th anniversary  

of Li'l Chicks

9782266300179 / 2020 / 16 pages / 12,90 €

“Why don’t I have a little brother?” sighs Carmelito, who 
wants nothing more than someone to play leap-frog and 
wiggly-worms with, like his friends. But then, his friend 
Pedro the Cormorant suggests something incredible that 
might just make his dream come true.

Transform your favorite Li'l Chicks into cartoon 
characters with the BlinkBook app!

  Cahier de Dessin Animé - Les P'tites 
Poules "Le jour où mon frère viendra"

CARTOON COLORING 
BOOK - LI'L CHICKS 
"WHEN MY BROTHER 
GETS HERE"

Hannele Legras    hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

 Éditions courtes et longues

9782352902492 / 2020 / 144 pages / 16,90 €

NO WAY!
  Même pas en rêve !

Divorce? A stepmom? A half-brother?? No way!

It is August 31, 2002 and twelve-year-old Marieke won’t be 
making any more sand castles on Ostend beach. She feels 
like her childhood is coming to an end and is filled with 
regret. When she gets back to Paris the day before school 
starts, her father announces that he is moving in with his 
young girlfriend and her four-year-old son. Marieke feels 
like her world is falling apart. It’s too much. She can’t bear 
it any longer! This time, everything has to change. Whatever 
it takes.Élisabeth Brami

Émilie Boujon   emilie@hanneleandassociates.fr
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Hannele Legras   hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

 Éditions courtes et longues

Nancy Guilbert

9782352902690 / 2021 / 384 pages / 16,90 €

Brindille is a 13-year-old girl who is regularly beaten by 
her stepfather. Emâ is working to protect wolves. Will is a 
nurse in a specialized infant care unit. Mahikan, a young 
First Nations Attikamek man, is on the run in the forest. 
They don't know each other and have nothing in common, 
so what is it that ties the four of them together? Nancy 
Guilbert's book follows these characters who take their 
destiny into their own hands.

This is a book about Mahikan, Emâ, Brindille and Will, 
all fighting to take their destiny into their own hands. 
An ode to courage, love and freedom.

  Old Soul

OLD SOUL

Émilie Boujon  emilie@hanneleandassociates.fr

 Éditions courtes et longues

9782352902034 / 2018 / 68 pages / 19,50 €

THE COLOR OF 
THE SEASONS

  La couleur des saisons

An autobiographical tale about a unique and intimate 
father-daughter relationship

Through the seasons, a little girl marvels at her father's 
paintings. Every day, he paints the hope that withstands 
misfortune, the clear dawn after the tragic night of the Se-
cond World War that he and his wife miraculously survived. 
The little girl is enchanted by his paintings, which revive 
precious memories, tell stories of the small joys in life and 
color her imaginary world.

Élisabeth Brami, 
Emanuel Proweller

Hannele Legras   hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr
Émilie Boujon  emilie@hanneleandassociates.fr
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Natalie Vock-Verley  international@editionsduricochet.com

 Éditions du Ricochet

9782352631842 / 2017 / 40 pages / 13,50 €

9 MONTHS,  
1 BABY

  9 mois, 1 bébé

Pregnancy: it's a big deal!

One of the most fundamental questions for kids is: "how 
were they made?" It all begins in the mother's womb... well, 
not quite ... The egg in the mother's tummy is there because 
two reproductive cells, a sperm and an egg, have fused. 
This is called fertilization.
Then, the egg grows and becomes an embryo, then a fetus. 
Next, organs and limbs develop, as the fetus gets ready to 
take the plunge! And then what happens when Mom goes 
to the maternity ward?

Rights sold
Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Catalan, 
Korean, Japanese

Françoise Laurent

Hannele Legras    hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

 Éditions courtes et longues

Hélène Romano,  
Adolie Day

9782352901815 / 2017 / 48 pages / 15,00 €

Suicide is the second most common cause of mortality 
among adults. A child is distressed and powerless when 
facing this traumatic situation. This is why it is vital to 
encourage the child to speak about what they're going 
through. This picture book aims to prompt children to think 
about what suicide means, providing support for parents 
and children, but also new perspectives for health profes-
sionals working with victims.

The only children's book about a parent's suicide

  L'arbre et l'ombre de la lune

THE TREE AND 
THE SHADOW  
OF THE MOON

Émilie Boujon   emilie@hanneleandassociates.fr
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Natalie Vock-Verley  international@editionsduricochet.com

 Éditions du Ricochet

9782352631156 / 2014 / 36 pages / 11,00 €

STRETCHY 
HEART

  Cœur élastique

It all starts with a love story!

We're born and then we grow, 
We carry the name our parents chose. 
We have their nose, their mouth, their face, 
And we feel happiest when we're in their embrace!
No matter if you're the first or last, 
Our parents' have a stretchy heart!
With cousins and grandparents we celebrate... 
Having a family really is great!

Anne-Claire Lévêque

Natalie Vock-Verley  international@editionsduricochet.com

 Éditions du Ricochet

Lenia Major

Rights sold
Portuguese (Brazil)

9782352631996 / 2016 / 36 pages / 12,50 €

What does it mean to be brothers? Maybe that they look 
alike? Certainly not in this case! In fact, the two brothers in 
our story couldn't really be more different: one is tall and 
hairy, because he's a panda, the other is small and green, 
because he's a dinosaur. They don't look alike at all and 
yet... they're still brothers! The older brother watches over 
the youngest, helping him tie his shoelaces and comforting 
him when he has a nightmare. So how could anyone say 
they're not brothers?

What does brotherhood mean?

  C'est mon frère

HE'S MY 
BROTHER
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Katharina Wurst  katharina.wurst@glenat.com

 Éditions Glénat

9782092593813 / 2021 / 64 pages / 15,00 €

GOOD DAYS AND BAD 
DAYS: EXPLAINING 
FAMILIES TO CHILDREN 
(AND THEIR PARENTS)

  Quand ça va, quand ça va pas -  
leur famille expliquée aux enfants  
(et à leurs parents)

Explaining families to children (and parents)

What is a family? Are all families the same? Who’s part of 
the family? What is everyone’s role? Has family changed 
over the course of time? What is a "good" daddy? Or a 
"good" mommy? What exactly is a big brother for? Does a 
big sister always have to act like a second mom? Profes-
sor Moro gives simple (but never simplistic!) answers to all 
these questions and more!

Rights sold
Chinese (simplified), Vietnamese, 
Turkish, Korean, Romanian

Find out more
>  The series "Quand ça va, quand ça va 

pas", featuring expert contributions, 
has sold over 100 000 copies.

Marie-Rose Moro, 
Laure Monloubou

Natalie Vock-Verley  international@editionsduricochet.com

 Éditions du Ricochet

Nadia Roman

Rights sold
Korean

9782352630814 / 2013 / 36 pages / 13,70 €

Oh no! The pool isn't open yet!
Our heroine has to negotiate with her dad to get him to wait. 
And so, she reminds him of all the good times they've had 
together in there. Swim like a frog and splash!
The little girl draws on the many examples of her and her 
dad's aquatic complicity - how could he possibly refuse?! 
Before they know it, it's opening time!

An afternoon at the pool with daddy

  La piscine

THE POOL
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Katharina Wurst  katharina.wurst@glenat.com

 Éditions Glénat

Magali Chiappone-Lucchesi, 
Bérangère Mariller-Gobber

9782344046241 / 2021 / 40 pages / 11,90 €

Missus and Mister have loved each other very much since 
pretty much forever. Missus and Mister have no children: 
not because they don't want them, just because that's 
the way it is. And yet, when she walks past the square on 
Rue des Balayeurs, Missus' finds herself yearning for so-
mething. But how could she possibly tell Mister? Mister, 
although surrounded by toddlers all day, has a heavy heart 
on his way home in the evening. But how could he possibly 
tell Missus? And then one day, Mister decides to take a 
different route home...

An enchanting and nostalgic little picture book,  
to read as a family

  Madame et Monsieur

MISSUS  
AND MISTER

Pauline Armand  pauline.armand@groupebayard.com

 Éditions Milan

Agnès Cathala,  
Virginie Soumagnac 

9782408018702 / 2020 / 32 pages / 7,60 €

Adele meets her new-born cousin for the first time. As she 
watches her aunt discovering her new baby, she wonders: 
At what point do you become a parent? Does a parent love 
their child their whole life? Do you have to carry a child 
in your tummy to become a parent? Does Adele have to 
do everything her mother asks her to do? And how come 
Romain's dads fight with each other so much? This little 
book helps explain what it is to be a parent.

Blended families, adoption, same-sex parents:  
this episode of "How come?" explores different types 
of parenthood.

   Les parents - Mes p'tits pourquoi

"HOW COME?": 
PARENTS

Find out more
>  3000 copies sold in France /  

158 713 copies of the whole  
collection sold
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Pauline Armand  pauline.armand@groupebayard.com

 Éditions Milan 

9782745973412 / 2017 / 48 pages / 13,90 €

ON MY THREAD
  Sur mon fil

Every Saturday, a little girl walks along the imaginary 
thread between the two homes of her divorced parents.

A little girl has stretched an invisible thread between the 
homes of her divorced parents. Every Saturday, she walks 
along it like a tightrope, and it helps her deal with the emo-
tions of a child in joint custody…

Rights sold
Basque  
Italian

Find out more
> 4 200 copies sold in France

Séverine Vidal, 
Louis Thomas

Claire Turan  claire.turan@editions-pera.fr

 Éditions Pera

Marjorie Danna

9782490190041 / 2020 / 72 pages / 13,50 €

Sam is an 8-year-old boy who is about to have a magical 
day. As soon as he wakes up, he fights with his parents, 
then with his best friend, then with his teacher... but then, 
he has a surprise encounter with Madame Com'Com'. Over 
the course of the day, this fairy godmother like no other 
endows him with a super power to better communicate 
with others. A fun and lively way to discover non-violent 
communication with your family:
-  learn how to explain what's going on in your head 
- listen to others without judgement or bias
- communicate clearly and with respect for everyone

Communicate better at school and with your family 
with non-violent communication

  Sam et le pouvoir des mots

SAM AND  
THE POWER  
OF WORDS
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Alexandra Kiffer  alexandra@perefouettard.fr

 Éditions Père Fouettard

Laurent Cardon

Rights sold
Portuguese (Portugal) 9782371650374 / 2018 / 52 pages / 12,00 €

Thanks to his mom, Little Octopus learns to walk, swim, 
and most of all, to spew ink! But he will soon discover that 
ink can serve other purposes than just chasing enemies 
away.

Little Octopus really looks up to his mom.  
He wants to know how to spray ink like she does.  
But things don't go quite according to plan.

  Ti poulpe a les idées bien encrées

INKREDIBLE  
OCTOPUS

Alexandra Kiffer  alexandra@perefouettard.fr

 Éditions Père Fouettard

9782371650312 / 2018 / 32 pages / 13,00 €

THE MIRROR'S 
MONSTER

  Le monstre du miroir

Louise hates what she sees when she looks  
in the mirror. Fortunately, her family is there  
to help her accept herself. 

When she looks in the mirror, Louise sees nothing but 
flaws. She's a monster! Or so she thinks. But her little bro-
ther thinks she's a hero, and dad says she's a real clown. 
She's her cat Slipper's favorite cushion, and her aunt says 
she's a great artist. Yes, Louise is all of these things, and 
much more!

Rights sold
Chinese, Korean

Anne Mahler
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Alexandra Kiffer  alexandra@perefouettard.fr

 Éditions Père Fouettard

9782371650046 / 2015 / 32 pages / 14,00 €

MALVINA
  Malvina

Malvina has an incredible mind. She could invent  
a time machine if she wanted to, but she has set  
her sights on a much more ambitious project.

Malvina is a little girl full of imagination: each and every 
day, she invents incredible machines to assist or entertain 
her in her daily life. Her mother, on the other hand, spends 
most of her time worrying about the most trivial of things. 
Malvina dreams of these worries flying away and disap-
pearing forevermore. Summoning all of her creativity, the 
little girl decides to invent a machine that will appease all 
her mother’s deepest anxieties.

Rights sold
Spanish (Spain), Catalan, Portuguese

André Neves

Alexandra Kiffer  alexandra@perefouettard.fr

 Éditions Père Fouettard

Violaine Costa, 
Céline Claire

Rights sold
Slovakian

9782371650183 / 2017 / 32 pages / 13,00 €

On his first day of school, a little boy doesn't know what to 
say when the other kids ask about his father: he’s never 
had one. "My daddy went back to the sea, because he's a 
fish", he announces proudly. He tries very hard to convince 
everyone that this is true, himself most of all! When they 
accuse him of lying, he goes to the sea, hoping to find 
his father... 

Maybe I'll find my daddy in a can of sardines?  
This is the adventure of a little boy looking  
for his father.

  Mon papa est une sardine

MY DADDY  
IS A FISH
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Anne Desramé  a.desrame@fleuruseditions.com

 Fleurus Editions

9782215160939 / 2020 / 24 pages / 5,95 €

ANIMAL FRIENDS: 
WHO WANTS  
A LITTLE BROTHER?

  La récré des animaux -  
Qui veut un petit frère ?

This is a funny story about accepting  
a new arrival in the family.

Bastien is worried. He's about to have a baby brother, 
which means he's going to have to start sharing his toys, 
his snacks and, worst of all, his parents. Bastien's friend, 
Nino, says he'd love to have a baby brother! So their other 
friend, Frida, suggests simply giving the baby to Nino when 
it arrives! 

Emmanuelle Lepetit

So Taniuchi  so.taniuchi@gallimard-jeunesse.fr

 Gallimard Jeunesse

Catherine Dolto,  
Colline Faure-Poirée, 

Robin

Rights sold
Korean, Greek, Hungaryian, Italian, 
Polish, Romanian 

Find out more
>  Almost 300 000 copies  

of the series sold in France
9782075115339 / 2019 / 28 pages / 6,50 €

Dr. Catherine Dolto's book speaks directly to children, 
tactfully and wittily addressing the important questions of 
everyday life. From learning autonomy to managing emo-
tions, this updated collection explores familiar situations 
and helps children to grow.

Mine de rien, when you understand what's going  
on in your life, growing up gets a whole lot easier! 
In this collection, Dr. Catherine Dolto provides  
answers to questions about family, living together,  
the body and health.

  Mine de rien : j'attends un petit frère  
ou une petite sœur

MINE DE RIEN:  
I'M GOING TO HAVE  
A LITTLE BROTHER 
OR SISTER
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So Taniuchi  so.taniuchi@gallimard-jeunesse.fr

 Gallimard Jeunesse

9782092593813 / 2018 / 28 pages / 12,00 €

THE SHIP'S 
CAPTAIN

  Le Capitaine au long cours

The moving story of the unique relationship  
between a father and son. A beautiful book  
for parents to share with their children. 

A ship's captain spends his life travelling to far-flung cor-
ners of the Earth. Until one stormy day, when he realizes 
his little Joseph is growing up on the other side of the world, 
without his dad... What if he took Joseph with him on one 
of his trips, to share a bit of his life with him?

Jean-Michel Billioud, 
Pauline Martin

So Taniuchi  so.taniuchi@gallimard-jeunesse.fr

 Gallimard Jeunesse

9782075093064 / 2018 / 192 pages / 12,50 €

LUCRÈCE'S 
WORLD - BOOK 1

  Le Monde de Lucrèce - T1

A series by the daughter of René Goscinny,  
the creator of Petit Nicolas! 

With her crazy family, life at school, best friends and a 
new pet turtle, Lucrèce has plenty to write about. Discover 
the world of our endearingly mischievous heroine as she 
passes from childhood to adolescence.

Rights sold
Italian, Polish

Find out more
>  153 300 copies  

of the series sold in France

Anne Goscinny,  
Catel
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Isabelle Darthy  idarthy@ecoledesloisirs.com

 Kaléidoscope

Sylvaine Jaoui,  
Marianne Barcilon

9782877676168 / 2019 / 32 pages / 13,00 €

“Grandpa! Grandpa! There’s a monster that wants to gobble 
me up!”. All alone in his bed, Eliot calls Grandpa to the 
rescue. A big mean wolf? A horrible witch? A bloodthirsty 
ogre? Just WHO is this terrifying monster? Grandpa has a 
hunch of his own…

Fairytale villains depicted with humor  
by Marianne Barcilon. An original way to downplay 
being afraid of the dark.

  Papy racconte n'importe quoi

GRANDPA AND 
HIS TALL TALES

Marija Gaudry  mgaudry@ecoledesloisirs.com
Iris Declercq  ideclercq@ecoledesloisirs.com

 Kaléidoscope

9782877676076 / 2019 / 32 pages / 13,00 €

LUCETTE AND 
HER BICYCLE

  Lucette à bicyclette

Why is Lucette so determined to learn to ride  
her bicycle? This book takes an original approach  
to an important subject: getting ready to welcome  
a baby into the family.

Today is a big day. Lucette has decided to learn to ride her 
bicycle without training wheels. There’s no time to lose! 
Lucette has to be a big girl by tonight. But why is she in 
such a hurry?

Christine Naumann-Villemin, 
Soufie Régani

Isabelle Darthy  idarthy@ecoledesloisirs.com
Marija Gaudry  mgaudry@ecoledesloisirs.com

Iris Declercq  ideclercq@ecoledesloisirs.com
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Galia Tapiero  galia.tapiero@kilowatt.fr

 Kilowatt

Ingrid Chabbert,
Lisa Blumen

9782917045640 / 2019 / 32 pages / 14,50 €

Ernest hears noises above his room. He's worried. He tries 
to talk about it to his family and friends, but no one listens. 
Everyone is busy, in a hurry. One day, when he gets back 
from school, he decides to climb up onto the roof to find out 
what's causing the mysterious noises. And finds himself 
face-to-face with a crocodile, who seems quite at home, 
drinking a cup of tea. Although a little perplexed at first, 
Ernest soon opens up to his new friend - he has finally 
found someone with whom he can share his worries, his 
joys, and his dreams. 

Everything goes too fast for Ernest.  
Yet he has so much to say…

  Un crocodile sur mon toit

A CROCODILE  
ON MY ROOF

Galia Tapiero  galia.tapiero@kilowatt.fr

 Kilowatt

9782917045695 / 2019 / 48 pages / 7,30 €

MAMILOU
  Mamilou

The deep complicity between a grandmother  
and her granddaughter.

Annabelle refuses to let her grandmother go to a retire-
ment home. With her best friend Leo, she decides to or-
ganize Mamilou's escape while her worried father tries to 
track down the fugitive. Along the way, Mamilou runs into 
old Gustave, a childhood friend who lives in a house share 
with Marguerite, René, Marcel and Simone. Conveniently, 
there happens to be one spare room in the big house...

Marie Zimmer, 
Morgane David
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Julie Guénard  jguenard@lamartiniere.fr

 La Martinière Jeunesse

Arnaud Cathrine, 
Charles Berbérian

9782732492032 / 2020 / 32 pages / 14,90 €

"My dad is a superhero and yours isn’t. Okay, I hear you 
say: “My dad is too! My dad is too!” But no, your dad’s no 
superhero. Unless he is a fireman. Is he a fireman? No. 
There you go: your dad is just super-normal. But don’t 
worry, no big deal…” These are the words of little boy whose 
admiration for his father, a doctor, knows no bounds. This 
delightful picture book written by Arnaud Cathrine and il-
lustrated by the talented Charles Berbérian, is as touching 
as it is amusing.

This remarkable duo have created an enchanting  
story about the timeless topic of children’s admiration 
for their parents.

  Mon père est un super-héros

MY DAD IS  
A SUPERHERO

Julie Guénard  jguenard@lamartiniere.fr

 La Martinière Jeunesse

9782732489728 / 2019 / 32 pages / 12,90 €

LEO AND LINO
  Léo et Lino

A funny and thoughtful picture book about twins

A funny and thoughtful picture book about twins. They 
might look alike, but they experience life in totally diffe-
rent ways, especially when it comes to love! Leo and 
Lino are twins. Appearance-wise, they’re like two peas 
in a pod: same feet, same freckles, same mischievous 
look. When one starts a sentence, the other finishes it. 
If Lino forgets to learn his poetry, Leo recites it for him! 
But one day, Leo meets Astrid… A beautiful picture book 
about the special connection between twins, but also 
about their differences.

Bérengère Mariller-Gobber
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Guillaume Griffon  guillaume.griffon@editionslagrume.fr

 L'Agrume

Yohan Colombié-Vivès

9782490975211 / 2020 / 32 pages / 16,00 €

The winter holidays have just begun. When Lucas steps off 
the train, he loses his family in the crowded station. And so 
the game begins! Lucas has to find each member of his 
family around the ski resort - grandpa on the ski slopes, 
daddy in the cabin, mommy in the hot springs, little brother 
exploring a cave, grandma by the frozen lake... A clever 
Seek & Find picture book, with beautiful illustrations and 
a real story, set in the mountains. 

A Seek & Find book set in the mountains!

  Vacances en famille

FAMILY 
HOLIDAYS

Guillaume Griffon  guillaume.griffon@editionslagrume.fr

 L'Agrume

9782490975082 / 2020 / 32 pages / 12,50 €

DADDY! DADDY! 
DADDY!

  Papa ! Papa ! Papa !

Daddy will do just about anything to make  
his child happy…

This dad will be anything his son wants him to be: he'll go 
from being a swing, to a football, or even a surfboard - all 
for the sheer joy of his son. He selflessly comes running 
as soon as his son calls him, his daily tasks constantly 
interrupted. But at the end of the day, when the little boy 
asks him for his bedtime story, Daddy doesn’t answer... 
Do you know why? Because he's fallen asleep on the 
sofa - exhausted! Lucky his little boy is there to make him 
comfortable...Rights sold

Korean

Julien Hirsinger,  
Constance Verluca,  

Anouk Ricard
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Guillaume Griffon  guillaume.griffon@editionslagrume.fr

 L'Agrume

Julie Brouant

Rights sold
Chinese, English (USA), Korean, Ducth, 
Russian

9791090743557 / 2016 / 32 pages / 18,00 €

This is a story about a little girl with a pretty incredible fa-
mily. They all work in the circus and they each have a unique 
talent. Her brother is a juggler, her sister is a ribbon dancer 
and her mother is queen of the balance board. But the little 
girl never seems to succeed at anything. Fortunately, her 
mother is there to help her realize where her talent lies: 
making people laugh! This enchanting book features ki-
negrams: by moving the overlay, the images come to life, 
as if by magic.

A spectacular circus show where the images  
come to life, as if by magic!

  L'incroyable famille Zapato

THE INCREDIBLE 
ZAPATO FAMILY

Guillaume Griffon   guillaume.griffon@editionslagrume.fr

 L'Agrume

9782490975389 / 2021 / 40 pages / 16,00 €

MY ANIMAL 
MOM

  Le bestiaire de maman

A superhero mom who can transform  
into all kinds of animals. 

My mom is amazing: she can turn into animals. She be- 
comes a buffalo to carry the heavy shopping. When  
something gets broken, she turns into a beaver to fix it. 
When she sleeps, she’s like a bear hibernating. And when 
she wakes up, you'd better watch your step - she’s a real 
grumpy pig. But it's never long before she starts playing 
again, like a little monkey...

Jeanne Sterkers, 
Victor Le Foll
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Isabelle Darthy  idarthy@ecoledesloisirs.com

 L'École des loisirs

Adrien Albert

Rights sold
Chinese (Simplified), Italian, Korean 

Find out more
>  Selected for the prestigious IBBY 

honor list 2016; 30 000 copies sold

9782211223003 / 2015 / 36 pages / 12,70 €

Today Mona is going to visit her dad on the Moon. “Hurry! 
Dad's waiting for you,” says Mom. It’s a bit far and the trip 
requires some organizing, but Mona has got the hang of it 
now. Rocket, ship, and capsule are waiting in the yard. And 
they’re off! After a magical voyage through space, Mona 
lands on the moon and jumps into her father’s arms. They 
observe the stars through the refracting telescope and 
collect Moon rocks, but they also eat, play, and sleep, like 
on Earth. Some children will see only a story of a little girl 
visiting her astronaut father, others will see a metaphor 
for joint custody, when a child divides their life between the 
two homes of their separated parents. To go from one to 
the other is like changing planet! An impression that many 
children of divorced parents may be familiar with.

It might be a bit tiring, but it can be  
pretty great having two homes.

  Papa sur la lune

DAD ON  
THE MOON

Marija Gaudry  mgaudry@ecoledesloisirs.com
Iris Declercq  ideclercq@ecoledesloisirs.com Stéphanie Vernet / The Picture Book Agency  thepicturebookagency@gmail.com 

 Les Éditions des Éléphants

9782372730341  / 2017 / 32 pages / 14,00 €

MY CHILD  
OF THE EARTH

  Mon enfant de la terre

This is a sweet little lullaby about sleepy babies  
all around the world, to soothe your child to sleep.

"Sleep my child, you have nothing to fear, it's just the whis-
per of our voices. Just like you, the little baby in Russia 
calms down, as its mother gently hums her lullaby. As the 
sun goes down, a mother guides her child to the land of 
dreams, with a story about babies from all over the world. 
From Africa to Greenland, via Brazil and China, this is a 
world tour of sleepy babies in 12 pictures by the storyteller 
France Quatromme. 

France Quatromme
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Stéphanie Vernet / The Picture Book Agency  thepicturebookagency@gmail.com 

 Les Éditions des Éléphants

Violaine Marlange

Rights sold
Simplified Chinese (China), Korean

Find out more
>  Selected by the city of Grenoble  

for the "One Baby, One Book" initiative. 
Came second place.

9782372730204  / 2016 / 36 pages / 12,00 €

My Mom and Dad love each other very much. So much 
that Mom had a baby. And that baby was me! This is a book 
explaining to little ones where we come from and how we're 
made, stemming from two people that create a whole other 
person. Life's encounters and challenges allow us to de-
velop into our adult selves and to find our place in society. 
Characters are artistically portrayed in various hues: red 
for the father, blue for the mother, and a whole new colour 
for the baby.

From our family roots to the wings we forge through 
life's challenges and encounters. An enchanting book 
to welcome a child into the world.

  Papillote

PAPILLOTE

Stéphanie Vernet / The Picture Book Agency  thepicturebookagency@gmail.com 

 Les Éditions des Éléphants

9782372730181  / 2016 / 32 pages / 14,00 €

RITA THE HEN 
WANTS A BABY

  Rita la poule veut un bébé

Whenever she lays an egg, Rita sings.  
And whenever she sings, the farmer takes her egg…

Rita wants a baby. But every time she lays an egg, she sings! 
And Irma the farmer takes her egg... So this time, Rita hides 
away and lays in silence. The cats prowl all around, but Rita 
has sharp claws and a strong beak. In the evening, however, 
she has to go back to the chicken coop. Thinking of her egg 
alone in the dark, Rita has nightmares. And then, one day, 
she arrives to find an empty shell in the nest. Will Rita be 
reunited with her baby?

Rights sold
Simplified Chinese (China)

Find out more
>  A writer and illustrator  

who has received numerous prizes  
for her mastery of wood carving.

May Angeli
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Stéphanie Vernet / The Picture Book Agency  thepicturebookagency@gmail.com 

 Les Éditions des Éléphants

Stéphanie Demasse-Pottier

9782372730983 / 2020 / 48 pages / 14,00 €

Karl and Leah are expecting their first child. There's a long 
winter ahead of them, before the baby arrives. So this year, 
Karl will go alone to stock up on provisions, while Leah will 
stay home and prepare for the arrival of their child. She 
hasn't quite finished the little garment she's been patiently 
knitting by the fire. All that's missing is Karl. And their little 
one, who will join them at the end of winter... A sweet and 
simple story about the tender anticipation leading up to a 
baby's arrival.

A charming tale to tell the baby  
about the months leading up to their birth.

  L'attente

WAITING

Hannele Legras  hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

 Les Fourmis Rouges 

9782369021094 / 2019 / 48 pages / 14,50 €

A MOTHER  
IS LIKE A HOME

  Une maman c'est comme une maison

In this intimate and universal story book,  
Aurore Petit depicts the first year of a child's life.  
A Mother is Like a Home tells the story of two births: 
the birth of a child, of course, but also the birth  
of a mother.

A mother is like a nest, a mother is like a car, a mother is 
like a fountain… This sequence of little phrases describes 
each step of a baby’s daily life, like a nursery rhyme. As the 
pages go by, the child grows up and begins to learn. The 
reader follows the child through each of these steps. The 
mother, who was initially a nest and a refuge, transforms 
into a road, a story or a show for the child. As the child 
grows, the distance between him and his mother grows, 
right up until the final page depicting the child’s first steps. 
But a mother is never that far from her child: she's like a 
home that you carry inside you forever.

Rights sold
Italian, Korean, Spanish (world), Basque, 
Galician, Catalan, Greek, English (world)

Find out more
> 10 000 copies sold

Aurore Petit
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Hannele Legras  hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

 Les Fourmis Rouges 

Fleur Oury

Rights sold
Simplified Chinese, Italian 

Find out more
> 4 200 copies sold 9782369021056 / 2019 / 40 pages / 15,50 €

A little fox cub called Clementine goes with her parents to 
her grandmother’s house. While the grown-ups finish their 
meal, she goes to play in the garden, where she discovers a 
mysterious hole in the garden hedge. The curious cub she 
is, she dives through the thorns and finds herself face to 
face with a strange boy with no fur: a human! Clementine 
and her new friend have a whole lot of fun in the forest, 
but then it’s time for the little fox to go back to her family. 
Clementine and her grandma now share a precious secret! 
This enchanting picture book is an ode to childhood and 
nature. 

One Sunday afternoon, a little fox cub ventures  
into her grandmother's garden and suddenly finds 
herself in the world of humans.

  Dimanche

SUNDAY

Céline Telliez  rights@associationdesediteurs.com

 Lucca Éditions

Delphine Gosset, 
Mélanie Rebolj 

9782367741369 / 2018 / 288 pages / 14,00 €

Elizabeth lives a nice, quiet life in a small town. But that all 
changes when Odile Bucket, the newly appointed director 
of the town zoo, shows up. Odile's instructions present a se-
rious risk to the animals' welfare, especially that of Pierre, 
Elizabeth's favorite black lemur. Elizabeth will do just about 
anything to stop Odile, including going to Madagascar in the 
hopes of finding her long-lost father!

This is the thrilling coming-of-age adventure  
story of Elizabeth, on a journey to discover her origins.

  Sur la route de Nosy Komba

ON THE ROAD  
TO NOSY KOMBA
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Sophie Hogg  shogg@macha-publishing.com

 Macha Publishing

9782374370903 / 2020 / 32 pages / 15,90 €

SNOWFLAKE
  La Fille des neiges

Snowflake is a beautifully illustrated,  
heart-warming children's story from Russian folklore.

Ivan and Maria, an elderly couple, regret having never had 
children. One winter's day, as they watch the snow falling, 
they have an idea: they decide to make a snowman. With 
their own hands, they make a little person that suddenly 
comes to life. They call her Snégourotchka: daughter of 
the snow. 

Aleksey Zuev

Céline Telliez  rights@associationdesediteurs.com

 Lucca Éditions

9782367741505 / 2019 / 240 pages / 11,90 €

SUNTHY'S 
TREASURE

  Le Trésor de Sunthy

The inner journey of the young Garance,  
where a family story and Cambodian history meet…

When Garance learns of her grandfather's illness, she 
suddenly realizes how little she knows about him, espe-
cially about his youth and what led him so far from his home 
country, Cambodia. Trying to make up for lost time, she 
starts visiting him as often as she can to talk to him about 
his past. Little does she suspect the impact the old man's 
story will have on own life and her relationship with her 
parents. She eventually finds out that her grandfather had 
another wife and two children in Cambodia, who all died 
in the Khmer labor camps. She sets out on a trip to the 
Cambodian countryside to find out more.

Find out more
>  Sunthy's Treasury has been selected 

for the 2021 Children's Historical 
Novel Award, and the 2021 Literature 
Time Prize

Arnaud Friedmann
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Hannele Legras  hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

 MeMo

9782352894124 / 2019 / 32 pages / 14,00 €

JUMPER
  Pull 

In this long picture book, love-sick dogs  
build a new family together.

It is early summer and Jumper has lost his master at the 
train station, after rushing ahead to go sniff around a trash-
can. Jumper has to face facts: Francis has gone missing. 
Jumper sets off on a tracking mission and follows the rails 
all the way to a little station in the suburbs. He is picked up 
by Groucho, who takes him to a derelict train which serves 
as a shelter for abandoned dogs. But Jumper refuses to 
admit that he has been abandoned. After all, it was his fault 
he got separated from his master…

Rights sold
Polish, Russian

Claire Lebourg

Hannele Legras  hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

 MeMo

Claire Garralon

9782352893875 / 2018 / 36 pages / 13,00 €

Blue Hen laid three eggs. She sat on them until they 
hatched and three little chicks emerged into the world. 
Proud of her little babies, Blue Hen introduced them to 
everyone in the farmyard... but kept them firmly under 
her wing. One day, the chicks are big enough to explore 
the meadow. Is Blue Hen ready to let them go? With 
this fifth book, Claire Garralon talks about growing up 
and leaving home, a subject as relevant to kids as it is 
to their parents.

This amusing picture book addresses the challenges  
of growing up and leaving the nest, a subject  
as relevant to kids as it is to their parents. 

  Poule bleue

BLUE HEN
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Hannele Legras  hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

 MeMo

9782352891987 / 2013 / 56 pages / 17,00 €

OUR SHADOWS
  L’ombre de chacun 

A book about time, stars, fear, family and growing up.

A coming-of-age story, where the characters learn to live 
together, through their different experiences of separation, 
absence and change.

Rights sold
Italian, Turkish, English, Polish, Catalan, 
Spanish, Simplified Chinese, Dutch, 
Korean

Mélanie Rutten

Hannele Legras  hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

 MeMo

Gaya Wisniewski

9782352894674 / 2020 / 36 pages / 16,00 €

Father Badger takes his four sons on a camping trip. 
Everyone’s having a great time except Neil, the eldest. He 
spends the whole time either sulking or getting up to no 
good. He can’t stand those family activities like going fi-
shing, getting dinner ready and listening to stories around 
the fire. He takes it a step too far when he lets his little 
brothers loose on a river-boat on their own... This book by 
Gaya Wisniewski is about the difficulties of growing up and 
finding your place in a family context.

A brilliant picture book about the challenges  
of finding your identity in a family context. 

  Papa, écoute moi !

LISTEN  
TO ME, DAD!
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Muriel d'Oultremont  pastel.doultremont@ecoledesloisirs.be

 Pastel

Thomas Lavachery

Rights sold
Korean

9782211231947 / 2017 / 56 pages / 12,00 €

Gugule Guduk was born in Birnam. She lost her parents, 
but now she has new ones! When she meets them at the 
spaceport, she finds out that… they’re all green! On this 
planet, everyone is green! Everything seems strange to her. 
Her new family has pointy ears and smells of rubber. They 
don’t eat rice – only some kind of goo that tastes like algae. 
They also speak a weird language. But she will end up liking 
her new, green life very much.

I don’t have parents anymore so  
I will be given new ones.

  Ma famille verte 

MY GREEN 
FAMILY

Hannele Legras  hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

 Okidokid 

not yet allocated / 2011 / 40 pages / 00,00 €

A LITTLE 
FAMILY

  Une petite  famille

On her first day of school, Iris finds  
a furry surprise waiting for her in the living 
room… miaow!

Iris has been begging her parents for a kitten for a long 
time. And at last, on her first day of school, she finds a furry 
surprise waiting for her in the living room...
Naturally, the little kitten soon becomes a big part of the 
little girl’s life. But this cat is an adventurer, and one day, Iris 
finds that her furry friend has gone away...
An enchanting picture book about family and finding one’s 
origins.

Cyrille Berger
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Christian Voges  vogesforeignrights@gmail.com

 Rue de l'échiquier

Pascale Bougeault,  
d'après l'histoire  
de Camille Génié

9782374251332 / 2018 / 40 pages / 15,00 €

Moms get sick too. Sometimes badly sick. That's what 
happened to Camille: she and her son shared their story 
with Pascale Bougeault, who put it into words and pictures. 
This album is the simple and moving story of a child whose 
mother has cancer. He tells us in his own words all the 
stages they went through together: the trauma of the first 
hospitalization, the visits to the hospital, the meetings with 
the caregivers. In spite of all this, life goes on for the little 
boy, as he tries to handle his day-to-day as best he can.

This is the moving story of a child dealing  
with his mother's illness.

  Comment maman a tué  
le chef des pamplemousses

HOW MOM KILLED 
THE GRAPEFRUIT 
KING

Muriel d'Oultremont  pastel.doultremont@ecoledesloisirs.be

 Pastel

9782211305402 / 2021 / 40 pages / 11,50 €

MY KINGDOM
  Mon royaume

"That's enough!" A touching tale about family conflicts.

My house is built on a hill between two castles: to the left, 
Queen Dominica's castle; and to the right, King Patrick's 
castle. My neighbours argue all the time. Sometimes even 
in my own home. I don't like it, but how can I make it stop? 
I feel so small.  

Rights sold
Korean

Find out more
>  Kitty Crowther won the Astrid Lindgren 

Memorial Award in 2010.  
My Kingdom was published in 1994 
and is the author's first book.

Kitty Crowther
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Claire Hartmann  claire.hartmann@sarbacane.net

 Sarbacane

Agnès de Lestrade, 
Marie Dorléans

Rights sold
Chinese, Korean, Polish

9782377310838 / 2018 / 42 pages / 14,90 €

Raymond is a strange creature that cries and prevents you 
from sleeping at night, constantly playing on your nerves. 
But oddly, in spite of it all, you'd do just about anything for 
him. Eventually, Raymond grows up and transforms into 
a tall, lanky teenager, who spends all his time with other 
Raymonds. Before long, you might just end up missing that 
strange little creature who used to keep you up all night!

This is the story of a couple who, despite the warnings, 
lets a "Raymond" into their life.

  Comment  
élever un Raymond

BRINGING UP  
A RAYMOND

Christian Voges  vogesforeignrights@gmail.com

 Rue de l'échiquier

9782374251998 / 2020 / 96 pages / 15,00 €

THE FAMILY 
PUZZLE

  La Famille Puzzle

A blended family is like a puzzle,  
made of lots pieces that fit together… or not!

Camille and Julien have just met and are very much in love. 
They each have children, exes, families, friends, habits and 
life experiences. Each of them is trying to find their place in 
a maelstrom of feelings and emotions. Pascale Bougeault’s 
chronicles of the blended family, a series of short scenes 
of daily life, document a range of funny, annoying, sweet or 
explosive situations. A graphic novel in black and white, to 
enjoy as a family, of course!

Pascale Bougeault
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Claire Hartmann  claire.hartmann@sarbacane.net

 Sarbacane

Davide Cali,  
Sébastien Mourrain

Rights sold
Chinese, Korean

9782377312177 / 2019 / 32 pages / 14,90 €

Axel, a little boy who used to never want to tidy his room, 
has now become a neat-freak. He carefully arranges his 
superheroes by size and color and meticulously refines 
his models. But then, a little sister comes along - and by 
"little sister", I mean a dreadful monster who wreaks havoc 
among Axel’s toys... Living together is going to be tough! 
Especially since the meglamaniac little sister has a secret 
weapon: whenever someone tries to stop her, she triggers 
an ultrasonic alarm, which brings Mum and Dad running! 
And guess who's the one who gets it in the neck?

Something terrible has happened:  
the dreaded little sister has arrived!

  tyranno petite sœur

MY EVIL  
LITTLE SISTER

Claire Hartmann  claire.hartmann@sarbacane.net

 Sarbacane

9782377311439 / 2018 / 40 pages / 15,90 €

CALUM
  Calum

This is the story of Calum,  
an anteater who doesn't like to eat ants…

Calum the anteater is part of a family of high-achievers: the 
aunt is a great painter, the father is a great archaeologist, 
the uncle a great conductor, the cousin a great astronaut 
and so on. Calum feels stupid, he has no talent whatsoever. 
But there is one thing that makes him different from the 
rest of his family: he refuses to eat ants. In fact, worse still, 
he makes friends with ants. There's never been anything 
quite like it, in all the history of anteaters...Rachel Corenblit, 

Julie Colombet
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Julie Guénard  jguenard@lamartiniere.fr

 Seuil Jeunesse

9791023514070 / 2014 / 32 pages / 13,50 €

MY GRANDPA
  Mon grand-père

An enchanting story about the relationship between  
a little boy and his grandpa, who he sees as  
a comforting giant that he looks up to and always  
has fun with…

When you’re a very little person, your grandpa seems like 
a very big one! With his huge wrinkled hands and gigantic 
ears like seashells... perhaps he’s even a giant! Grandpa 
and grandson have a very close relationship and lots of 
fun times together. Now, the little boy’s grandpa has fallen 
asleep forever... But he’ll never forget the happy memories 
of the times they had together. 

Christine Schneider, 
Gilles Rapaport

Claire Hartmann  claire.hartmann@sarbacane.net

 Sarbacane

9782377315000 / 2021 / 40 pages / 15,90 €

MY MISHMASHED 
FAMILY

  Ma famille méli-mêlée

A playful way to address the question of origins, 
starting from kindergarten.

Family in all its beauty and unpredictable diversity: anything 
is possible! It all began with Papi and Mamie, a man and 
a woman with black skin, who met one day, fell in love, 
mishmashed... And they had one, two and three beautiful 
children! At the same time, Papou and Mamita, a man 
with white skin and a woman with coffee-colored skin also 
met, fell in love, and mishmashed... And they also had one, 
and then two beautiful children! Then they all grew, until 
two of the children from each of these families met, fell 
in love and mishmashed... And guess what: another child 
comes along! It is this very child who recounts the story 
of his family. He's waiting for a new arrival: a little sister! 
But what will she look like? Anything is possible when you 
mishmash!

Aurélia Gaud
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Florence Pariente  ttipiagency@gmail.com

 Talents Hauts

9782362663819 / 2020 / 32 pages / 14,00 €

15 SHADES OF 
GRANDPARENT

  Faut pas pousser Mamie  
et Papi dans les orties

A joyful anthology that all grandparents can relate to. 

My grandfather hates being called Grandpa or Grandad, my 
grandma hates Grandmothers’ Day... This is a collection of 
15 portraits of grandparents by their grandchildren. We see 
a wide diversity of individuals, regarding their age (they are 
not all retired), their hobbies (not all of them are knitting 
fanatics), and their origins (some speak with an accent).  
A joyful anthology that all grandparents can relate to. 

Élisabeth Brami, 
Estelle Billon-Spagnol

Julie Guénard  jguenard@lamartiniere.fr

 Seuil Jeunesse

Céline Laurens,  
Laurent Simon

9791023514070 / 2020 / 56 pages / 13,90 €

Our narrator is an only child and proud to be! He has his 
imaginary friend to keep him company at night, parents 
that adore him and spoil him rotten, and a lot of friends! 
Sharing toys, making compromises, no longer being the 
centre of the world: no thank you! This picture book has a 
hilarious narrative and brilliant illustrations. The narrator, 
who is in total denial, refuses to see what seems obvious 
to the reader: he is about to lose his sacred status of only 
child (and it’s probably for the best)!

A hilarious picture book to help kids  
welcome a little brother or sister into the family.

  Fils unique et fier de l'être

PROUD TO BE  
AN ONLY CHILD
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Florence Pariente  ttipiagency@gmail.com

 Talents Hauts

Solène Ayangma,  
Kmie

9782362663376 / 2020 / 128 pages / 9,90 €

Archibald of Holyclaws is not your average cat: he comes 
from a noble bloodline and deserves to be treated with 
royal care. He gets adopted by Lila and discovers the joys 
of domestic life. Lila falls in love with her neighbor, who then 
moves in with them and, soon enough, the two women are 
expecting a child. As much as Archibald tries to uphold his 
family traditions, he can never resist salmon patties, or a 
good hug.

This is the story of Archibald of Holyclaws,  
the most distinguished of cats.

  Pierre-Eustache

ARCHIBALD 
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Sophie Castille  sophie.castille@mediatoon.com

 Dargaud

Alexis Dormal,  
Dominique Roques

Rights sold
Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, 
Italian, Russian, Slovenian, Turkish 

Find out more
> 1 055 000 copies sold in France 
> 2017 Bédélys Youth Prize (Québec)

9782205078015 / 2019 / 48 pages / 12,00 €

Pico Bogue is the eldest child of a normal family, and 
when we say “normal,” we mean quirky and occasionally 
stark-raving mad! Along with his little sister Anna, Pico 
goes through life with as many certainties as he has ques-
tions, making the kind of pertinent observations that only 
children are capable of. Sometimes challenging, always 
lovable, there’s no end to Pico’s mischief, much to the 
amusement, exasperation, and surprise of his long- 
suffering parents!

Family stories for all ages!

  Pico Bogue 11 - L'Heure est grave

PICO BOGUE 11  
- HARD TIMES

Emilie Vedis  emilie.vedis@mediatoon.com
Sophie Castille  sophie.castille@mediatoon.com

 Dargaud

Zidrou,  
Jordi Lafebre

Rights sold
German, Italian, Japanese,  
Portuguese, Spanish 

Find out more
>  Best album for all ages,  

Solliès comics festival (2018)
> 143 000 copies sold in France

9782505074007 / 2018 / 56 pages / 14,50 €

Remember those glorious summers of your childhood? 
Everyone piled into the car, and you were off to join the mil-
lions of other holiday-goers on the roads in gridlock (no 
air conditioning back then of course!) Don't families create 
their fondest memories in times like these? Kick back and 
enjoy reliving the summer adventures of the Faldérault 
family, which might very well remind you of your own!

Mmmm, smells like summer vacation!

  Les Beaux Étés 5 - La Fugue

SUMMER DAYS 5 
- RUNNING AWAY

Emilie Vedis  emilie.vedis@mediatoon.com

Children's Books  Essays & humanities
Literature & fiction  Parenting  Young adultComics & Graphic Novels
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Sévérine Aupert  saupert@groupedelcourt.com Sévérine Aupert  saupert@groupedelcourt.com

 Delcourt  Delcourt

9782413015741 / 2020 / 256 pages / 23,95 €

TIGER BALM
  Baume du tigre

In a family of Chinese immigrants, three generations  
of women each try in their own way to escape  
the weight of tradition, forsaking the protection  
of the clan in order to obtain their freedom.

Ald, a Chinese immigrant and tyrannical patriarch, rules 
over his clan with an iron fist. So when his grand-daughter, 
Edda, announces that she wants to be a doctor rather than 
work in the family restaurant, he is mad with rage. Deter-
mined to break free, Edda takes her sisters, Wilma, Isa and 
Etat, and they run away from home. But will the road to 
independence come at the price of their cultural heritage?

Find out more
>  First-prize winner  

of the Prix France Culture
>  Official Selection of the Angoulême 

International Comics Festival 2021

Lucie QuéménerLucrèce Andreade

9782413008668 / 2020 / 336 pages / 27,95 €

Clara, aka Freaked, is morbidly fascinated by today's world, 
in all its complexity, absurdity and horrors. She is thought-
ful, level-headed... and totally petrified, incapable of finding 
meaning in her art of photography. Axelle, aka Rager, is a 
little more down-to-earth. She prefers to roll up her sleeves 
and join the battle. The quarrels between the two sisters 
reflect the suffering of a generation that swings between 
resignation and obstinate hope.

How does the youth of today see their place in this 
uncertain world? Swinging from doubt to conviction, 
Freaked and Rager, two sisters, desperately seek  
to make sense of their existence, each in her own way.

  Flipette et Vénère

FREAKED 
AND RAGER

Find out more
>  Official Selection of the Angoulême 

International Comics Festival 2021
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Sophie Castille  sophie.castille@mediatoon.com

 Dupuis

9791034747887 / 2020 / 48 pages / 10,95 €

DAD 8 -  
COOL AS  
A CUCUMBER

  Dad 8 - La Force tranquille

The laugh-out-loud series where Dad  
and his daughters are the stars!

Dad is the father of 4 young girls ranging from 10 months 
to 20 years, each from different mothers. Let’s just say 
everyday life isn’t easy. He’s also an actor, but his family 
commitments make his life quite unconventional. He ne-
ver misses an opportunity to take to the stage, much to 
his daughters’ embarrassment… “Dad” is a series about 
family. You can’t help wondering how much of it is inspired 
by the author's own experiences as a father...

Rights sold
Spanish, Croatian, Italian, Serb, 
Simplified Chinese

Find out more
> 568 000 copies sold in France

Nob

Anton Heully  anton.heully@mediatoon.com

 Dupuis

Giovanni Di Gregorio, 
Alessandro Barbucci

Rights sold
Spanish, Croatian, German, Italian, 
Norwegian, Polish, Ukrainian

Find out more
>  36 000 copies sold in France  

(1st volume only)! 9791034736973 / 2020 / 72 pages / 13,95 €

Being sisters is never easy. But when you’re as different 
as Sarah, Cassiopeia, and Lucille, it’s even harder! The 
first is haunted by recurring dreams, the second lives with 
her head in the clouds, and the last spends most of her 
time with her cat. Then one day they discover a mysterious 
photo of their mother when she was pregnant. Where was 
it taken, and who is the baby? And most importantly, why 
was this photo hidden away in the depths of the attic? To 
find out, they’ll have to venture into the tangled forest of the 
Grémillet family secrets!

Dive into the talented Barbucci's captivating  
new children's series!

  Les Sœurs Grémillet 1 - Le Rêve de Sarah

THE GREMILLET 
SISTERS -  
SARAH'S DREAM

Sophie Castille  sophie.castille@mediatoon.com
Anton Heully  anton.heully@mediatoon.com
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Margherita Giubelli-Bortolami  margherita.giubelli-bortolami@denoel.fr Sarah Lapalu  sarah@eddy-agency.com

 Éditions Denoël  Éditions Flblb

9782357611580 / 2019 / 88 pages / 15,00 €

EVEN THE BIG 
BANG STARTED 
SMALL

  Même le grand soir a commencé petit

Suddenly, babies all over the country are suffering 
from a virus: premature maturity. They start talking, 
order pizzas, surf the internet and even try  
to save the world.

Pop and Popette are the parents of a little boy who is 
growing up fast. In fact, so fast it's a little worrying. A gene-
ration of babies developing premature intelligence realizes 
that if they don't take charge of the destiny of humankind, 
all will be lost. The babies say that if the next president is 
selected from among the unemployed, our society will im-
prove. So the crowds flood in, each person wanting to take 
part in the lottery. It's not long before 80% of the population 
have quit their jobs...

Clément Xavier, 
Lisa Lugrin

Olivia Burton, 
Mahi Grand

Rights sold
Dutch (Netherlands)

9782207139448 / 2019 / 224 pages / 23,00 €

At her father’s funeral, one of Olivia’s uncles tells her that she 
is the descendant of Sir Richard Francis Burton, the British 
explorer who discovered the source of the Nile in the 19th 
century. From London to Trieste to Zanzibar, and then finally 
on to Rwanda where the Nile originates, Olivia walks in the 
footsteps of her hypothetical ancestor: extravagant adven-
turer enamored of Indian and Middle Eastern civilizations. 
Olivia’s journey will be full of unforgettable acquaintances, 
disappointments and solitude.

A graphic novel blending a family tale, an adventure 
story, journalism, and a biopic, all with a healthy  
dose of British humor.

  Un Anglais dans mon arbre

AN ENGLISHMAN 
IN MY TREE
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Katharina Wurst  katharina.wurst@glenat.com

 Éditions Glénat

Hélène Bruller & Zep

Rights sold
Czech, Bulgarian, Spanish (Argentina), 
German, Italian, Portuguese (Brazil)

Find out more
>  Revised and expanded edition  

of this classic bestseller 9782344044322 / 2020 / 112 pages / 10,95 €

From the turmoil of puberty to how babies are made, Willies: 
A User’s Guide answers the questions about love and 
sexuality that children start to ask from as young as 9. It co-
vers topics such as consent, identity, diversity and includes 
unpublished illustrated chapters and revised and expanded 
texts. This new edition addresses all the essential topics 
faced by children today.

An updated edition featuring new  
and unpublished content.

  Le Guide du Zizi sexuel - Nouvelle Edition

WILLIES:  
A USER’S GUIDE  
- NEW EDITION

Katharina Wurst  katharina.wurst@glenat.com

 Éditions Glénat

Lylian & Paul Drouin

Rights sold
Dutch (The Netherlands, Belgium), 
German

9782344009611 / 2016 / 64 pages / 14,95 €

It's vacation time and Charles and his blended family have 
decided to go spend it in their country house. But they have 
an unexpected encounter along the way with a young boy 
dressed as a medieval prince pursued by a huge monster. 
They soon discover that they were somehow diverted to 
Fantastica, an imaginary world worthy of the best fantasy 
novels, plagued by wars and power games. Little do they 
know what's waiting for them there...

The Fantastic Family follows the adventures of a family 
(almost) like any other, catapulted into a world as 
fascinating as it is dangerous.

  La famille fantastique

THE FANTASTIC 
FAMILY
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Sarah Lapalu  sarah@eddy-agency.com Sarah Lapalu  sarah@eddy-agency.com

 L'Association  L'Association

9782844145871 / 2020 / 152 pages / 19,00 €

THE BULL  
BY THE HORNS

  Le taureau par les cornes

In a tone that is sometimes amused, sometimes 
annoyed, Morvandiau explores what it means  
to be different and all that goes with it. He depicts  
the intense emotions of the father of a disabled child 
and the son of an sick mother, and finally,  
of the joy of being alive.

June 2005. Morvandiau finds out that his mother is suffe-
ring from early-onset fronto-temporal dementia, a cousin 
of Alzheimer's disease. September 2005. His son Emile is 
born prematurely. He has Down syndrome. The author now 
mourns both the mother he knew and the child he'd been 
waiting for. He looks back over the past months, at the story 
of his mother, a pious woman with a strong character, and 
at the difficult learning curve of life with a disabled child.

MorvandiauDominique Goblet

Rights sold
English, German, Russian,  
Norwegian, Czech

9782844142337 / 2007 / 148 pages / 39,00 €

"In a series of dazzling fragments—skipping through time, 
and from raw, slashing color to delicate black and white—
Goblet examines the most important relationships in her 
life: with her partner, Guy Marc; with her daughter, Nikita; 
and with her parents. The result is an unnerving comedy 
of paternal dysfunction, an achingly ambivalent love story 
(with asides on Thomas Pynchon and the Beach Boys), and 
a searing account of childhood trauma—a dizzying, unfor-
gettable view of a life in progress and a tour de force of the 
art of comics."  (NYRB)

Pretending is lying is an autobiographical masterpiece 
created over twelve years. Time plays a key role in this 
book where stylistic and narrative experimentations 
merge into the unfolding narrative.

  Faire semblant c'est mentir

PRETENDING  
IS LYING
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Sarah Lapalu  sarah@eddy-agency.com

 L'Association

David B.

Rights sold
English, German, Simplified Chinese, 
Spanish + Catalan, Croatian, Japanese, 
Italian, Ukrainian, Polish, Turkish, 
Russian, Korean

9782844145918 / 2015 / 384 pages / 37,00 €

This is the story of a family in the mid-sixties whose eldest 
son, Jean-Christophe, has epilepsy. His little brother, Fafou, 
looks at the upheaval caused by Jean-Christophe's fits, at 
how adults, parents, doctors, passers-by and charlatans 
all react and try to heal him. These are the memories of 
their ancestors. Fafou interprets the world and the events 
around him with great imagination, events that shaped him 
into the illustrator he is today.

In the Middle Ages, people used  
to call epilepsy the "great evil". 
Epileptic is a stunning and emotional autobiography 
about growing up with an epileptic brother.

  L'Ascension du Haut Mal

EPILEPTIC

Sophie Castille  sophie.castille@mediatoon.com

 Le Lombard

9782803673124 / 2019 / 48 pages / 10,95 €

ERNEST &  
REBECCA 9 - 
OPERATION  
E.R.N.E.S.T.

  Ernest & Rebecca 9 - Opération E.R.N.E.S.T.

Addresses topical, sensitive subjects  
such as separation and illness.

Young Rebecca’s life isn’t always easy. Besides having to 
get used to her parents’ separation, her fragile immune 
system means that she frequently falls ill. One day, she 
catches a new virus that will turn her life upside-down. The 
virus in question calls itself Ernest, and it is able to talk and 
to transform itself at will. Ernest and Rebecca will become 
best friends, and together they will face the problems that 
confront the little girl.

Rights sold
Arabic, Spanish, Simplified Chinese, 
English, German, Italian, Polish

Find out more
>  225 000 copies  

sold in France TV series

Dalena, 
Guillaume Bianco

Maïlys Gervais  mgervais@mediatoon.com
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Sophie Castille  sophie.castille@mediatoon.com

 Le Lombard

Sylvie Sorg,  
Olivier Grenson 9782803676200 / 2021 / 184 pages / 22,50 €

A seemingly calm and ordinary young woman has just been 
arrested for murder. Her husband is shocked, to say the 
least. Through the lawyer chosen to defend her, she gra-
dually reveals to us her life story. It's the story of two twin 
sisters, of an absent father, and of an abusive mother. It's 
the story of a terrible family secret and of a tragedy foretold.

She may appear docile and harmless…  
but she has just committed two terrifying murders. 
This is her story.

  La Fée Assassine

FAIRY ASSASSIN

Maïlys Gervais  mgervais@mediatoon.com
Juliette Gufflet  juliette.gufflet@mamaeditions.com

 Mama Éditions

9782092593813 / 2020 / 280 pages / 25,00 €

BIRTH - VOLUME 1: 
DISCOVERING YOUR 
SUPERPOWER!

  La Naissance en BD - Tome 1 
Découvrez vos super pouvoirs !

This first comic book about giving birth is for women  
to better understand their body, in order to give  
birth in a more natural and relaxed fashion. 
This book is completely pointless: the things it explains,  
women already know. But they don't know they know it. 
Their conscious, intelligent brain, their neocortex has been 
filled with fears for centuries, pushing them to accept an 
overmedicalization of birth. Considered the "weak sex," 
they came to believe that giving birth was necessarily 
painful and that they were unable to do so without doctors. 
By dint of external interventions, we end up inhibiting the 
reptilian brain, the one that has been doing these things 
for millennia. This book talks about what happens when 
women give birth without fear. It's about restoring power to 
women by giving them intimate knowledge of how their bo-
dies work. The power that marks the path to feeling strong 
in their ability to give life. Now I think about it, my neocortex 
is telling me that this book may not be so pointless, after all.

Lucile Gomez
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Isabelle Darthy  idarthy@ecoledesloisirs.com

 Rue de Sèvres

9782369811084 / 2020 / 144 pages / 16,00 €

ABOUT PHOENIX
  Tous les héros s'appellent Phénix 

An intimate and thrilling story of a man manipulating  
a mother and her children.

Should you get into a car with someone you hardly know? 
The temptation is hard to resist when the driver in question 
is Mr. Smith, the high school’s most charming and hand-
some teacher. He offers Phoenix and her little sister, Sasha, 
a ride to their home on the other side of the lake. A few days 
later, their mother, Erika, falls under his spell. Mr. Smith 
starts coming to the house more and more often, racking 
up brownie points with his baking skills and good-looks 
reminiscent of Gregory Peck. But Phoenix and Sasha notice 
that he is sometimes a little too strict and domineering, 
sometimes even harsh and hurtful for no reason. Oh, it’s 
probably nothing. No reason to worry. Little do they know 
that they’ve just let a fox into the chicken coop…

Find out more
>  Adapded from Nastasia Rugani's novel 

that has received multiple awards: 
-  Hérault Middle Schooler Literary 

Award 2015
-  Sarthe and Mans Middle Schooler 

Literary Awards 2016
-  Haute Savoie Middle Schooler 

Literary Award 2015-2016
- Talence Award 2016 
- Epopée-Bron Award 2015 
- Adolises-Montélimar Award 2016 
- Sésame Award 2016

Nastasia Rugani, 
Jérémie Royer

Marija Gaudry  mgaudry@ecoledesloisirs.com
Iris Declercq  ideclercq@ecoledesloisirs.comJuliette Gufflet  juliette.gufflet@mamaeditions.com 

 Mama Éditions

Lucile Gomez

9782845942844 / 2021 / 27,00 €

Volume 2 of Birth presents women with the different 
options available and the keys to deciding what is right 
for them. In this in-depth and informed book, the author 
discusses the underlying themes: 
- choosing how to give birth (possible options) 
-  the best ways to deal with labour, how to manage  

your contractions, how to enter your bubble
-  the methods available, such as haptonomy,  

meditation, auto-hypnosis, prenatal singing... 
- the different possible birth positions
- the push
-  the role of those around you,  

in particular the future father.

The second volume of Birth, a best-selling  
comic book series about giving birth, is for women  
to better understand their body, in order to give  
birth in a more natural and relaxed fashion.

  La Naissance en BD - Tome 2  
Amplifiez vos super pouvoirs !

BIRTH - VOLUME 2: 
ENHANCING YOUR 
SUPERPOWER!
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Isabelle Darthy  idarthy@ecoledesloisirs.com

 Rue de Sèvres

Susie Morgenstern, 
Thomas Baas

Rights sold
Italian, Korean

9782369810414 / 2019 / 64 pages / 14,00 €

Ernest’s mother has passed away and his father has va-
nished, so the 10-year-old Ernest has been taken in by 
his grandmother. These days, his life is totally and utterly 
boring. An excellent student, Ernest is careful to keep his 
distance from his fellow classmates. That is, until the day 
a new student named Victoria turns up. She has thirteen 
brothers, so Ernest doesn’t impress her much. Yet, quite 
unexpectedly, she will wake him up from his monotonous 
existence and force him back to life…

Finally, a graphic novel adaptation of this classic  
of children's literature, a timeless story of friendship, 
love, life lessons, and hope, told in Susie 
Morgenstern's unforgettable and endearing voice.

  Lettres d’amour de 0 à 10

SECRET LETTERS 
FROM 0 TO 10 

Marija Gaudry  mgaudry@ecoledesloisirs.com
Iris Declercq  ideclercq@ecoledesloisirs.com
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Essays & humanities

Gail Markham  gmarkham@dunod.com

 Armand Colin

9782200624743 / 2019 / 352 pages / 35,00 €

FAMILY 
SOCIOLOGY  
- 9TH EDITION

  Sociologie de la famille 9éd

A new vision of the family unit

Few institutions are as researched as the family unit, and 
yet there's still so much to learn. Families are the focus 
of constantly-evolving political and media messages. We 
all have a tendency to make assumptions about family 
based on our own experiences, which can lead to biased 
and incomplete perspectives. While maintaining a solid 
grounding in well-established family theory, this book 
also includes new debates concerning the place of the fa-
mily institution in society, touching on crisis phenomena, 
unemployment, migration, and much more. The contents 
of this book about family sociology are regularly updated 
according to the latest research, offering a new vision of 
the family unit.  

Martine Segalen, 
Agnès Martial

Patricia Roussel  proussel@calmann-levy.fr

 Calmann-Levy

Serge Hefez
97827021664468 / 2020 / 270 pages / 17,90 €

Nowadays, medicine and therapeutic protocols allow us 
to adapt our anatomy to the gender we think is truly ours. 
However, many individuals still struggle to find peace with 
their identity, torn between their sex and their gender. 
Through an ambitious and accessible text, Serge Hefez 
demonstrates that society needs to put an end to the be-
lief that our "true" identity must correspond to a certain 
predetermined category. 

How to put an end to binaries?

  Transitions

TRANSITIONS

Children's Books  Comic books & graphic
Literature & fiction  Parenting  Young adult
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Pauline Misconi  pauline.misconi@elidia.fr

 Desclée de Brouwer

9782220096957 / 2020 / 216 pages / 8,90 €

  À l'épreuve de la vieillesse

A peaceful approach to the end of life  

OLD AGE AND 
PALLIATIVE CARE
When mental, psychological and physical capacities dis-
sipate with old age, is this decline an outright destruction 
of faculties, traits fully acquired throughout an entire 
existence ? Or on the contrary, might this not be a slow, 
ultimate renewal ? The story of Aude Zeller and her mother, 
whom she accompanied during her last six years of  ife, 
comes to fill in the gaps of our understanding of old age : 
psychoanalytical knowledge and Christian spirituality come 
hand in hand to enable us to understand in what many ways 
regression can become the base of recovery.

 Find out more
> 6 000 copies sold for the first edition

Aude Zeller

Essays & humanities Children's Books  Comic books & graphic
Literature & fiction  Parenting  Young adult
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Christine Villeneuve  direction@desfemmes.fr

 Des femmes - Antoinette Fouque

Alain Quella-Villéger

Find out more
> 2019 Resistance Literary Award 

9782721007001 / 2019 / 256 pages / 18,00 €

This is the struggle of a young Jewish woman who is a 
chemist and a communist, during the Second World War. 
France is married to Frédo. Both of them join the Resis-
tance. Together, they have a little boy, Roland. He is only 
two-and-a-half when his mother is executed. Frédo already 
had a daughter. Despite their struggles, despite their impri-
sonment, neither will ever cease to care about the future 
of their children, whom they entrust to family and friends. 
France was guillotined by the Nazis at the age of 30 and 
Frédo was shot dead by the Gestapo after being deported 
to a camp.  

France Bloch-Sérazin, "died for France"

   France Bloch-Sérazin  
- Une femme en résistance (1913-1943)

FRANCE BLOCH-SÉRAZIN  
- A WOMAN OF  
THE RESTISTANCE 
(1913-1943)
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Gail Markham  gmarkham@dunod.com

 Dunod

9782100809554 / 2020 / 144 pages / 16,90 €

THE DAY I CHOSE  
MY FAMILY:  
THE STRUGGLES  
OF A FOSTER CHILD

  Le jour où j'ai choisi ma famille : Le combat 
bouleversant d'une enfant placée

The bonds of the heart are stronger  
than the bonds of blood

Taken away from her parents when she was just 3 months 
old, Stephanie was placed in a nursery and then in foster 
care. This family gives her the love and security she needs 
as she grows up. But when she is 10 years old, her mother, 
with whom she has had little contact over all these years, 
asks to take her daughter back. Stephanie is very attached 
to her host family and simply cannot imagine having to leave 
them, so she writes to the judge who will decide her fate... 

Stéphanie Callet

Essays & humanities Children's Books  Comic books & graphic
Literature & fiction  Parenting  Young adult

Séverine Guiton  guiton@ehess.fr

 Éditions de l'EHESS

9782713221644 / 2009 / 436 pages / 49,50 €

CHRONICLE OF UPWARD MOBILITY. 
THE USE OF FAMILY NETWORKS 
AMONG THE GREAT OFFICERS  
OF THE XVI-XVII CENTURIES

  Chronique d’une ascension sociale. 
Exercice de la parenté chez de grands 
officiers (XVIe-XVIIe siècles)

A history of the individual between lineage,  
family and kinship.

How does a family build its economic power? This vast 
family saga is not only an exemplary chronicle of the rise 
and fall of a line of great officers belonging to France's 
elite, but also analyses the nature of family networks. With 
a three-dimensional approach of micro-history, genealogy 
and anthropology, it plunges into the sociopsychological 
dynamics of family in days gone by.

Find out more
> 1 000 copies printed

Claire Chatelain
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Séverine Guiton  guiton@ehess.fr

 Éditions de l'EHESS

André Masson

Find out more
> 1 000 copies printed

9782713222214 / 2009 / 464 pages / 28,00 €

Should inter-generational relations be seen as a conflict 
or a collaboration? What are the drivers behind the trans-
mission of wealth within families? Should the welfare state 
focus its priorities on the beginning or the end of life, on 
education or on retirement? This book on the economy of 
intergenerational ties gives an overview from three angles: 
the state, the family, and the interactions between family 
and state. Beyond the ideological divides, economist André 
Masson sheds light on the challenging reforms required 
in a country with an ageing population, and analyses the 
future prospects of the welfare state.

A book providing the keys to understanding  
what's at stake in the field of generational policies.

  Des liens et des transferts  
entre générations

INTERGENERATIONAL 
TIES AND 
TRANSMISSION
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Séverine Guiton  guiton@ehess.fr

 Éditions de l'EHESS

9782713213717 / 2000 / 376 pages / 31,50 €

KINSHIP, NOBILITY 
AND DYNASTIC 
STATES

  Parenté, noblesse et États dynastiques 
(XVe-XVIe siècles)

Michel Nassiet studies the social structures  
of the French nobility using anthropological tools 
referring to the complex notion of "kinship".

Family ties are at the heart of the nobility phenomenon of 
the 15th-16th centuries in France, marked by wars and crises 
of dynastic succession. What are the profiles of France's 
noble families? How are lineage and kinship defined? How 
are matrimonial alliances combined? The social structures 
specific to nobility framed, and partly determined, the histo-
ry of the kingdom and principalities. In order to understand 
the political evolution and culture of modern Europe, the 
methods of historical demography - a contribution to global 
history - must be linked to those of anthropology.

Find out more
> 1 000 copies printed

Michel Nassiet
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Séverine Guiton  guiton@ehess.fr

 Éditions de l'EHESS

Irène Théry (dir.)

Find out more
> 2 000 copies printed

9782713224133 / 2013 / 148 pages / 8,50 €

The authors of this book do not just defend same-sex 
marriage and same-sex parenthood. They show that the 
debate can be seen in an entirely different light when the 
family institution is put into its historical context, and when 
we stop reducing gender distinction simply to relationships 
with the opposite sex. Same-sex parenting reveals much 
about the strains and contradictions of the current French 
law on adoption and medically assisted procreation, inciting 
us to adapt and improve on the current model, for the sake 
of all families.

This multidisciplinary study on the subject  
of same-sex marriage and parenthood presents  
the international context in terms of rights,  
examines the points of controversy and re-establishes 
the current debates in France.

  Mariage de même sexe et filiation

SAME-SEX 
MARRIAGE AND 
PARENTHOOD
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Margherita Giubelli-Bortolami  margherita.giubelli-bortolami@denoel.fr

 Éditions Denoël

9782207143780 / 2019 / 272 pages / 18,90 €

FAVORITE CHILD OR BLACK 
SHEEP? FREE YOURSELF  
OF UNBALANCED  
FAMILY DYNAMICS

  Chouchou ou mal aimé ?  
Libérez-vous du regard familial

Favorite child or black sheep:  
the latest taboo in dysfunctional family dynamics.

Favorite Child or Black Sheep? is for adults who continue 
to either suffer or benefit from the parental preferences 
that they experienced as children, but it is also for pa-
rents who hope to avoid such dysfunctional dynamics. 
This book is all about one of society’s latest ta-
boos: the fact that, as a parent, you are “not allowed” 
to prefer one of your children over the other(s). 
Similarly, anything short of adoring your siblings is viewed 
in a negative light, as is jealousy. As a result, we never talk 
about it – to the detriment of all!

Catherine Siguret,  
Anne-Marie Sudry
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Margherita Giubelli-Bortolami  margherita.giubelli-bortolami@denoel.fr

 Éditions Denoël

Delphine Apiou

9782207160541 / 2020 / 112 pages / 12,00 €

Countless blogs and Instagram accounts recount the expe-
riences of 2.0 mothers and their babies. The well-being of 
children has become a central subject if not an obsession. 
For the author of this book, not being a mother was a 
source of pain, which turned into regret. But in the end, 
that doesn’t prevent her from being a fulfilled woman.
Like her, this letter to the child she never had is deeply 
moving, funny, full of life, and profoundly human.

What is life without a child? How I became nulliparous. 
A deeply moving and radiant text.

  Mon tout petit

MY LITTLE ONE

Christiaan van Raaijen  cvanraaijen@grasset.fr

 Éditions Grasset

9782246825074 / 2021 / 224 pages / 18,00 €

COME BACK, 
LILA

  Reviens, Lila

The chilling testimony of Magali Laurent,  
whose life changes forever the day she learns  
that her ex-husband has converted to radical Islam  
and gone to join Daesh in Syria, taking with him  
their three-year-old daughter, Lila. 

The ordinary life of Magali Laurent is torn apart when she 
learns that her ex-husband, a Muslim man converted to 
radical Islam, has left to join the Islamic State in Syria, 
taking their three-year-old daughter, Lila, along with him. 
Terrorism, foreign soldiers in Syria, coded communications 
and complex legislation… Fighting for Lila’s return, Magali 
finds herself immersed in the daily life of the anti-terrorist 
services. Magali will see Lila a few times over Skype. From 
Syria, the little girl, her face already covered, begs her mo-
ther to come join her. In 2017, their contact is definitively cut 
off. A chilling account of loss, guilt, fear and hope. 

Magali Laurent, 
Françoise-Marie Santucci 
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Christiaan van Raaijen  cvanraaijen@grasset.fr

 Éditions Grasset

Vanessa Schneider 

Rights sold
English, Japanese, Hungarian

9782246861089 / 2018 / 256 pages / 19,00 €

At the tender age of 19, Maria Schneider suddenly becomes 
famous when she stars in the legendary film Last Tango 
in Paris... little does she suspect that the role will also lead 
to her downfall. In this tale of sex and violence between 
a young woman and an older man against the backdrop 
of Paris in Autumn, Marlon Brando takes Maria by force 
in front of the cameras in a scene that marks the face of 
modern cinema. This experience will haunt Maria for the 
rest of her life. An intimate and first-hand account of the 
life of a 20th century actress, narrated by Maria's cousin, 
Vanessa Schneider, and a panorama of 1970s France: its 
cinema, freedom, sex and excesses. 

From the film set of Last Tango in Paris to an encounter 
with Antonioni in London, from New York previews  
to nightclub dancefloors, from the California desert  
to the corridors of psychiatric hospitals...  
A beautiful story and a tribute to the great actress 
Maria Schneider, narrated by her cousin.

  Tu t'appelais Maria Schneider

YOUR NAME WAS 
MARIA SCHNEIDER
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Pauline Misconi  pauline.misconi@elidia.fr

 Éditions du Rocher

Myriam Brousse

9782268104782 / 2021 / 224 pages / 18,90 €

Myriam Brousse lifts the veil on the specific mechanism 
behind cycles which resist even after therapy and when we 
think we’ve analysed all there was to analyse. 

Freeing yourself from the repetition  
of family trauma.

  Les mémoires du corps

BODY MEMORY

Rights sold
Hungarian, Romanian
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Viviane Alloing  valloing@eyrolles.com

 Eyrolles

9782212571868 / 2019 / 192 pages / 12,00 €

PSYCHOGENEOLOGY
  La psychogénéalogie 

Understanding your family history and breaking 
free of the forces that bind you to it

Chronic dissatisfaction, repeated failures, health pro-
blems... What if the challenges we face in life are in fact a 
repetition of those of our ancestors? Rather than conside-
ring the individual as an isolated entity, psychogenealogy 
analyses them through the prism of their family connec-
tions: visible or intergenerational connections, invisible or 
transgenerational connections. Concise, clear and lively, 
this book covers all the major authors, key concepts and 
main trends in this therapeutic approach. It also includes 
concrete case studies and practical guidelines.

Find out more
> 5 000 copies sold since 2012

Isabelle De Roux,
Karine Segard
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Carole Saudejaud  csaudejaud@editions-fayard.fr

 Fayard 

Yseult Williams 

Find out more
>  2020 Lecteurs du Livre de Poche  

Prize Documents/Essays

9782213704821 / 2018 / 380 pages / 23,00 €

This is the fascinating story of four generations of the 
Brunhoff family, famous the world over thanks to Jean de 
Brunhoff, the creator of the Babar books. The Brunhoff 
family was behind the magazines Vogue and Vu and fre-
quented all the intellectuals and great artists of their time 
(Guillaume Apollinaire, Colette, Pablo Picasso, Dali, Jean 
Cocteau, etc.). The family was also the personal enemy of 
Hitler and Goebbels. The author of this book was granted 
exclusive access to the family archives, resulting in this rich 
text and photo collection.

The saga of the great Brunhoff family, to whom  
we owe so much more than the creation of Babar. 
Includes unpublished family archives.

  La Splendeur des Brunhoff

THE SPLENDOUR  
OF THE BRUNHOFFS
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Carole Saudejaud  csaudejaud@editions-fayard.fr

 Fayard 

9782213668581 / 2012 / 428 pages / 22,50 €

THE NOVEL  
OF THE ROUARTS

  Le Roman des Rouart 

Populated with men and women whose passions, 
excesses and sometimes tragic destinies set  
them aside from the crowd, the Rouart adventure 
reads like a novel.

Through various marriages and friendships, the inner 
circle of the Rouart family was composed of many of the 
greatest artists of their time, including Degas, Manet, Ber-
the Morisot, Mallarmé, Renoir, Gide, Chausson, Debussy, 
Paul Valéry and Maurice Denis, to name but a few. But the 
Rouarts themselves also demonstrated a significant array 
of talent: Henri, Ernest, Julie and Augustine in painting, and 
Eugene, Louis and Jean-Marie in literature. Henri brings 
together a fabulous collection of paintings, while Alexis and 
Paul work with the musicians of the thriving French art 
scene of the early 20th century. 

Find out more
> 2012 Goncourt Prize for Biography

David Haziot
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Judith Rosenzweig  judith.rosenzweig@gallimard.fr

 Gallimard

Pierre Kammmerer

9782072877100 / 2020 / 272 pages / 23,00 €

With these ten stories, psychoanalyst Pierre Kammerer 
shows us how to work our way through traumas and toxic 
relationships that force us to carry a burden that is not our 
own. How do you help someone understand that they have 
been hampered with mistakes that they themselves have 
actually never made? This method will guide the person 
towards freeing themselves from sacrificial "choices". This 
is the journey of a therapeutic process.

Most "sacrificed children" - those who have been 
humiliated or abused - never speak of their plight 
 and choose instead to go through life quietly.  
As they grow up, they perpetuate this sacrificial logic.

  L'Enfant et ses sacrifices 

CHILDREN  
AND SACRIFICES
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Nathalie Bretzner  nathalie.bretzner@inalco.fr

 INALCO

9782858313129 / 2019 / 382 pages / 30,00 €

THE BONE AND THE BREATH 
ANCESTORS AS THE BRINGERS  
OF LIFE: THE SOCIAL COSMIC 
SYSTEM OF THE PAIMBOA  
(NEW CALEDONIA)

  L'os et le souffle Les ancêtres porteurs  
de vie : Le système social et cosmique  
des Paimboa  (Nouvelle Calédonie)

"The bone and the breath." This is the name  
adopted by the Kanak "chiefdom" of the Paimboa 
during the ceremonial speeches for funerals  
and ritual exchanges.

In the gardens, harvesting yams requires the help of ances-
tors. To this end, it is necessary to convert the recent dead 
into ancestors. This book aims to understand a society that 
does not oppose nature to culture, but extends into the uni-
verse, especially in the plant world. Funerals synchronize 
the end of the human life cycle with the yam cycle.

Dominik Bretteville
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Nathalie Bretzner  nathalie.bretzner@inalco.fr

 INALCO

Delphine Ortis,  
Catherine Capdeville-Zeng

9782858312795 / 2018 / 371 pages / 35,00 €

What does "love" mean in traditional societies? Many 
compromises are made in different Asian societies (China, 
Korea, Japan, Nepal, India) and the Indian Ocean, allowing 
people to navigate between individual expressions inspired 
by Western practices and local social norms. These institu-
tions are manifest in the choice of spouse, the expression 
of love and the rites of passage. Romantic love may well 
be considered desirable, but it must nevertheless be in 
keeping with family traditions. 

Love and institutions: compromise, traditions  
and rites in Asian societies (China, Korea, Japan, 
Nepal, India) and the Indian Ocean.

  Les institutions de l'amour : 
cour, amour, mariage

THE INSTITUTIONS 
OF LOVE: COURTING, 
LOVE, MARRIAGE
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Nathalie Bretzner  nathalie.bretzner@inalco.fr

 INALCO

9782858312962 / 2019 / 338 pages / 30,00 €

THE SHAPING OF ANCESTORS, 
SOCIAL, RITUAL AND POLITICAL 
DIMENSIONS OF ANCESTRALITY

  Le façonnement des ancêtres,  
dimensions sociales, rituelles et  
politiques de l'ancestralité

Ethnographies relating to different human societies. 
What is an ancestor? When and how does the 
relationship to ancestors become important?

The key challenge for human societies is to ensure their 
renewal, despite the hazard of individual destinies and his-
torical events. Ethnography of different human societies 
shows that the deceased are conceived very differently. The 
question to which the authors of this book seek an answer 
is therefore not only "what is an ancestor?", but "when and 
how does the relationship to ancestors become important, 
meaningful and therefore operative?"

Stéphanie Rolland Traina
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Nathalie Bretzner  nathalie.bretzner@inalco.fr

 INALCO

Catherine Vaudour

9782858312870 / 2018 / 258 pages / 30,00 €

Wedding ceremonies involve a large number of rituals, 
which, through observation and description, allow key 
insights of the group, testifying in particular to the roles 
of women on such occasions. In Tuareg culture, weddings 
are traditionally very expensive for the groom and his family. 
This situation has given rise to a new practice: collective 
weddings. However, whatever the families and their means, 
collective weddings have not eliminated certain traditions.

Wedding ceremonies involve a large number of rituals. 
Observations, descriptions and testimonies. 

  Les cérémonies du mariage  
chez les Kel-Ajjer du Sud-Est de l'Algérie

WEDDING CEREMONIES 
OF THE KEL-AJJER 
IN SOUTHEASTERN 
ALGERIA
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Elisabeth Stempak  Elisabeth.Stempak@placedesediteurs.com

 Le Cherche midi

9782749164779 / 2020 / 112 pages / 16,00 €

HOW TO AVOID 
TAKING MY CHILD 
TO THERAPY

  Comment ne pas aller voir  
un psy avec son enfant

In a simple and relaxed style, the author  
offers advice that is easy to apply but which  
we often have not thought of. 

[They] expect me to give them the recipe to become perfect 
parents: caring, attentive, funny, even-tempered — which is 
closer to the definition of the Google Home robot than the 
human beings we are, with ups, downs, strengths, flaws, a 
body and emotions." The key is to put these parents back at 
the centre of the game, showing that they themselves are 
the specialists of their own children, and that the family 
often has everything it needs to start afresh. This book, 
divided into chapters each presenting 3 key points, offers 
practical guidance on everyday life that will allow the family 
to move forward. 

Find out more
>  Cop. Pocket-book  

rights sold

Valentin Spitz
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Marie Morvan  morvan.rights@odilejacob.fr

 Odile Jacob

Monique Bydlowski

9782738144492 / 2020 / 272 pages / 22,90 €

What goes on in the mind of a woman waiting for the birth 
of her child: an event that happens every day all over the 
world, but that for her is something extraordinary? How 
does she prepare for it psychically? How to explain blues 
or postnatal depression? What do we know today about the 
psychological causes of infertility? How can we understand 
pregnancy denials or infanticide?  Monique Bydlowski, psy-
chiatrist, psychoanalyst and great pioneer of the psycho-
logical dimension of motherhood, provides accurate and 
sophisticated answers to all these questions.

How to become a mother?

  Devenir mère

BECOMING  
A MOTHER
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Marie Morvan  morvan.rights@odilejacob.fr

 Odile Jacob

9782738153753 / 2020 / 224 pages / 21,90 €

BEING 20  
IN 2020

  Avoir 20 ans en 2020

The New Generation Gap: A Radiscopy  
of the Youth of Today

Born into a world shaped by the power of the Internet, the 
youth of today are the first generation to grow up in the 
digital age, the first transnational generation and the first 
ecological generation. The challenges they will face in their 
lives are immense. Claudine Attias-Donfut is a sociologist 
and renowned specialist in intergenerational relations. 
Martine Segalen is a sociologist and anthropologist. Pro-
fessor emeritus at the University of Paris-Nanterre, she 
has studied "the institution" in all its many dimensions.

Claudine Attias-Donfut,  
Martine Segalen
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Nathalie Larmanjat  nathalie.larmanjat@sciencespo.fr

 Presses de Sciences Po

Pauline Delage

Find out more
> Over 2 000 copies sold in France

9782724620351 / 2017 / 250 pages / 20,00 €

Thanks to the feminists who, in the 1970s, identified sexual 
and domestic violence as a result of male domination, this 
violence was recognised as a social phenomenon and a 
concern of the state. Through this study, carried out in 
the suburbs of Paris and Los Angeles, the author reveals 
how professional and activist women use institutional and 
political opportunities to gain recognition for sexual and 
domestic violence. She retraces the processes that led to 
the legitimisation of state intervention in the private sphere.

How did the feminist cause become a public matter 
incorporated into associations, international 
institutions and the state?

  Violences conjugales

DOMESTIC 
VIOLENCE
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Nathalie Larmanjat  nathalie.larmanjat@sciencespo.fr

 Presses de Sciences Po

9782724626759 / 2020 / 216 pages / 15,00 €

FEMINIST 
ECONOMICS

  Économie féministe

Feminist economics uses knowledge and tools  
to achieve gender equality, by renewing themes  
and approaches to the discipline of economics.

Economics as a discipline was conceived by men in the 
interests of a society run by men. It is also the social science 
with the fewest women; barely a quarter of economists are 
women. This book lifts the veil on the apparent neutrality 
of economic concepts and analyses. In so doing, it sheds 
light on the foundations of a social organization based on 
the patriarchal model focused on Mr. Breadwinner, while 
Ms. Housewife has become Ms. Paidappitance. 

 Find out more
> Preface by Thomas Piketty

Hélène Périvier
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Nathalie Larmanjat  nathalie.larmanjat@sciencespo.fr

 Presses de Sciences Po

Marie Duru-Bellat

Find out more
> Over 2 000 copies sold in France

9782724621402 / 2017 / 309 pages / 17,00 €

Although the notion of gender was promoted by sociolo-
gists to shed light on power relationships, invoking it at 
every opportunity – from the feminisation of language to 
political parity – confirms the idea that men and women 
are still today  prototypes of their sex group, rather than 
unique individuals. Justified by a belief in "natural" dis-
tinctions between men and women, differentiated and 
stereotyped – therefore unequal - roles are still assigned 
to each and everyone.

In the name of equality, is it not about time  
we left notions of gender behind?

  Tyrannie du genre

THE TYRANNY  
OF GENDER
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Barbara Edun  barbara.edun@humensis.com

 Puf 

9782130818731 / 2020 / 96 pages / 9,50 €

FAMILIES: A NEW 
GENERATION

  Familles : Nouvelles générations 

In theory, there is nothing more natural than 
reproduction. It is supposedly a mark of our biological 
existence, it should be almost instinctive, impulsive, 
perhaps even an end in itself. Yet, behind this false 
simplicity, reproduction is the subject of intense 
political and social attention. 

A multitude of agents are involved in defining and framing 
the way we make a family today. Social workers, doctors, 
biologists, lawyers, ethicists, psychologists... so many ex-
perts whose knowledge and actions delineate family pos-
sibilities, define the relative acceptability of plans to start 
a family and then set the conditions for carrying out those 
plans. Such interventions are also manifest in the trend for 
personal development. Institutions encourage individuals 
to transform their desires, reform their expectations or 
rethink their lives. Families: A New Generation gives in-
sights into these processes and the political issues they 
raise, while proposing a far-reaching critical reflection on 
how life is governed today.

Find out more
>  The laviedesidées.fr collection, 

founded by Ivan Jablonka, is directed 
by Ariel Suhamy and Nicolas Duvoux.

Sébastien Roux, 
Anne-Sophie Vozari 
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Barbara Edun  barbara.edun@humensis.com

 Puf 

Daniel Borrillo

Find out more
> Preface by Gaspard Koening

9782130808312 / 2018 / 170 pages / 13,00 €

In fifty years, the dominant model of the nuclear family, 
united for life, has been shattered. The family has gradually 
become an instrument of self-realization of its members 
rather than an end in itself, while economic imperatives, 
increased movement of people, gender equality and the 
recognition of minority sexualities have disrupted family 
arrangements.

The political construction  
of marriage and parenthood

  La famille par contrat 

THE FAMILY 
CONTRACT
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Barbara Edun  barbara.edun@humensis.com

 Que sais-je ? 

9782130815525 / 2019 / 128 pages / 9,00 €

FAMILY 
SECRETS

  Les secrets de famille

Every child grows up surrounded by secrets, simply 
because they don't always understand the meaning  
of the words, gestures and attitudes of adults. 

Before long, children start asking questions. Sometimes 
we answer, but sometimes we simply smile and say they'll 
find out when they grow up. Sometimes, their questions 
might make their parents angry, or sad, or embarrassed 
for some reason. Such a reaction in itself lets something 
slip to the child, encouraging them to guess at the true 
answer whilst at the same time tacitly forbidding them from 
ever finding it. It's through this kind contradictory injunction 
that the child might start experiencing difficulties with their 
mental development: the trauma experienced by the first 
generation ricochets onto the second, or even the third. To 
move forward, we must begin by accepting that these se-
crets usually don't so much end up shielding our child from 
a reality, but creating a barrier to communication between 
family members. The first thing to tell a child in order to free 
them of these barriers, is that it's not their fault.

Rights sold
Romanian, Japanese, Chinese

Find out more
> 3rd edition

Serge Tisseron 
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Barbara Edun  barbara.edun@humensis.com

 Que sais-je ? 

Sébastien Dupont 

Rights sold
Greek

9782130800026 / 2017 / 128 pages / 9,00 €

At a time when individual and relational difficulties are 
overmedicalized and pathologized, this therapeutic ap-
proach is based on the following premise: our problems are 
part of an emotional context, that of our closest entourage. 
It is up to the therapist to mobilize the resources and skills 
of each family member to help them find within them the 
means to get through difficult patches. Sébastien Dupont 
outlines the main models, methods and objectives of family 
therapy, which has experienced an exponential boom in a 
context of increasingly fragile couples and families.

Of all the psychological disciplines, family therapy  
has a particularly special place because it is not  
aimed at individuals, but at groups united  
by conjugal, filial and fraternal ties. 

  La thérapie familiale

FAMILY 
THERAPY
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Sandra Martel  s.martel@actes-sud.fr

 Rouergue

9782812621376 / 2021 / 272 pages / 20,00 €

SILENT SISTER: 
GROWING UP  
WITH A DIFFERENT 
BROTHER
Through questions and doubts, a family story  
is built from the strength of words, like sharing  
a secret. Words of affection and responsibility,  
of feelings and resentment. 

Leon and Paulin were born at six and a half months. In their 
haste to see the light of day, an accident happened. Paulin 
had a brain hemorrhage. Paulin's condition has a name: 
polyhandicap. To the casual onlooker, it's simply marked 
by an aesthetic, physical difference to the other young boys. 
But it's actually much more. It hides many questions. When 
you live with a disabled child who will one day become 
an adult, what's the role of each member of the family?  
Anne-Laure, Paulin's older sister, wonders where she fits in. 

Anne-Laure Chanel

  SŒur sans bruit
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2 seas Agency  marleen.seegers@2seasagency.com

 Sciences Humaines

Romina Rinaldi

9782361065621 / 2019 / 272 pages / 15,00 €

The media, social networks, the family: everything and 
everyone tries to explain to young parents how to raise a 
child properly... and all of them, of course, claim to be the 
authority on the subject and to have your own best interests 
at heart! After the birth of her daughter, Romina Rinaldi 
decided she'd rather make up her own mind. Taking the 
time to delve into the scientific literature, she read up on all 
the major topics that concern new parents: childbirth, diet, 
sleep, crying, and finally education. Every family experience 
is unique. There is no one method to raise your child. And 
there is no such thing as a perfect mother. This book is both 
objective and personal, helping you to find your own way.

There's no such thing as a perfect mother!

  Éloge des mères imparfaites

IN PRAISE  
OF IMPERFECT 
MOTHERS
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2 seas Agency  marleen.seegers@2seasagency.com

 Sciences Humaines

9782361060350 / 2013 / 240 pages / 12,70 €

QUESTIONING FAMILY 
RELATIONSHIPS

 La parenté en question(s)

This book examines the many ways of being 
a parent today

Marriages, divorces, civil partnerships, free unions, 
single-parent families, same-sex families, blended families... 
The never-ending evolution of procreation and sociocultural 
norms has expanded the horizons of the traditional family 
model. A whole new vocabulary has emerged to account 
for these developments. "Parenting" (the art of parenting) 
and the notion of "parenting plans" have come into force. 
The concept of "co-parenting" suggests that, regardless 
of the avatars of married life, children must be able to rely 
on both parents. What's more, the "parenting profession" 
requires emotional, educational, and economic skills and 
responsibilities. There's also the question of different kinds 
of parents: The proliferation of court cases in which judges 
must decide between biological, domestic or genealogical 
parentage is edifying. In the new family tribes, there are all 
sorts: stepfathers, stepmothers, half-sisters, half-brothers, 
adoptive parents, and sometimes even biological!

Collectif
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2 seas Agency  marleen.seegers@2seasagency.com

 Sciences Humaines

Sébastien Dupont

9782361064198 / 2017 / 224 pages / 12,70 €

The family is at the heart of today's societal debates - 
whether about same-sex parenthood, the status of the 
step-parent or medically assisted reproduction. A few years 
on from the ratification of the law allowing "marriage for all", 
this book provides a didactic outline of where we are today 
regarding this sensitive topic. There are now a multitude 
of family configurations: traditional families, single-parent 
families, blended families, same-sex families... Some see 
it as the break-down of the family institution. Yet the family 
institution has never been in such a strong position, finding 
a way to encompass all members of the population, from 
homosexual to traditional couples. Everyone wants to "make 
a family", and not just any family, a "good family".

A multidisciplinary summary of the complex question of 
the contemporary family. The author, both an academic 
and a practitioner, explores the evolution of the family in 
its multiple dimensions, be they demographic, historical, 
sociological, legal or psychological.

 La famille aujourd'hui.  
Entre tradition et modernité

THE 21ST CENTURY FAMILY: 
BETWEEN TRADITION AND 
MODERNITY
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Elisabeth Stempak  Elisabeth.Stempak@placedesediteurs.com

 Belfond

9782714493163 / 2020 / 448 pages / 19,00 €

AND LIFE 
GOES ON

  Et les vivants autour

Barbara Abel's latest thriller demonstrates  
a remarkably elaborate plot, while exposing  
the roller-coaster psychology of the characters' 
emotions that revolve around Jeanne's body,  
both inert and dramatically present, right up until  
an unexpected twist at the end.

After a car accident, Jeanne, 29, has been in a coma for four 
long years. Her chances of emerging from it grow slimmer 
with each passing day. For months now, Dr. Goossens has 
been advising ending life support in the name of the recent 
end-of-life Leonetti law, which forbids unnecessary thera-
peutic persistence. So when he calls Jeanne’s parents and 
husband in for a meeting, Micheline, Gilbert and Jérôme 
know perfectly well what he’s going to say, and they’re drea-
ding it. But it turns out that nothing had prepared them 
for what the doctor actually tells them. The unthinkable 
has happened. And now they're faced with a big dilemma…

Rights sold
Italian 

Find out more
>  25 000 copies sold. Two film 

adaptations of Behind the Hate 
(previous title): one Belgian and one 
Hollywood production (with Jessica 
Chastain and Anne Hattaway). 
previous titles published by Belfond: 
178 000 copies sold, rights sold  
in Greece, Spain, Germany,  
Czech Republic and Italy. 

Barbara Abel 

Sandra Martel  s.martel@actes-sud.fr

 Actes Sud

Alice Ferney

Rights sold
35 000 copies sold

9782330139308 / 2020 / 368 pages / 22,00 €

A feminist bookseller, single on principle, who's long since 
decided she would never become a mother; an architect 
father looking for a new partner; a proud and independent 
teacher who's signed up to a dating site. Through the 
hopes, fears and choices of each of these characters, Alice 
Ferney explores the different ways of forming a couple, of 
being a parent, of giving life (or not). 

Somewhere between philosophical dialogue  
and a contemporary comedy of manners, Privacy 
examines a society that constantly pushes the limits  
of nature and ethics to meet the expectations  
of individual and family happiness.

  L'intimité

PRIVACY
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Laurence Leclercq  lleclercq@groupedelcourt.com

 Delcourt Littérature

9782413006985 / 2018 / 144 pages / 15,00 €

SCHRÖDINGER'S 
DOG

  Le Chien de Schrödinger

A poignant first novel about a father's  
deep love for his son.

Yanis' world revolves around Pierre, the son he raised as a 
single parent. For nearly twenty years, he spent his nights 
as a cabdriver, so as not to miss a moment in his son's 
company. Yanis passed on to Pierre his love of diving—the 
pursuit of that magical moment when you lose yourself in 
the deep sea. Enveloped by the natural world, they relish 
the escape from life’s pressures. But for some time, Pierre 
has been tired. Too tired. And Yanis missed the early signs of 
illness. Faced with the harsh reality of his son’s numbered 
days, Yanis struggles to invent a life his son won’t have the 
time to live.

Rights sold
Pocket book rights sold (J'ai Lu); English

Martin Dumont

Júlia Balcells Roca  jbalcellsroca@groupedelcourt.com
Christine Villeneuve  direction@desfemmes.fr

 Des femmes - Antoinette Fouque

Nathalie Léger-Cresson

9782092593813 / 2020 / 176 pages / 15,00 €

This is the diary of a woman abandoned by the man she 
loved, her husband, the father of her children. With humor, 
she describes a life at a standstill, suspended, in Paris. 
Even her friends, lovers and her darling daughters, do not 
detract from the deep loneliness following her separation 
from her husband. She is haunted by nostalgia for her 
marriage as it once was and for the family home. It ebbs 
and flows and then fades little by little, allowing her to build 
something new...

This is the diary of a woman adrift,  
following an emotional breakup.

  Le sens du calendrier

THE MEANING  
OF A CALENDAR
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Margherita Giubelli-Bortolami  margherita.giubelli-bortolami@denoel.fr

 Éditions Denoël

Olivier Bleys

9782207161357 / 2020 / 240 pages / 19,00 €

Death has been part of young Gabriel Spautz’s life as far 
back as he can remember. At the age of four, he examined 
his first corpse. By the age of six, he'd been to all the ce-
meteries in the country. By the age of fifteen, and to his 
family’s great satisfaction, he was able to prepare a corpse 
for burial. And yet, as much as he tries to become an under-
taker, it seems he is simply not cut out for it. Doubt creeps 
in. Betray his family? Gabriel will choose life.

Welcome to the Spautz family business, providing 
quality funeral services since 1857.

  Mon nom était écrit sur l'eau

MY NAME 
WAS WRITTEN 
ON WATER

Martial Debriffe   martial@editionsdusigne.fr 

 Éditions du Signe

9782746838994 / 2020 / 480 pages / 20,00 €

I'M JEWISH
  Je suis juif

Elia and Garth fall in love. One is Catholic,  
the other is Jewish. They decide to get married  
despite their differences.

 It's the 1950’s. Elia is a young student and hopeless roman-
tic. When she meets Garth, an older student, she falls for 
him immediately. Sincere and respectful, he promises her 
that as soon as she's 18, he'll marry her. However, before 
they commit, Garth tells Elia that he's Jewish. But that's 
not a problem for Elia. So they get married… and Elia soon 
begins to understand the antagonism between the two 
families, one Jewish and the other Catholic. Before long, 
a drama brings their differences into sharp relief! But one 
thing's for sure: love must overcome hatred!

Katia Valère

Isabelle Lasser  isabelle.lasser@sadifa-media.de
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Christiaan van Raaijen  cvanraaijen@grasset.fr

 Éditions Grasset

9782246824916 / 2020 / 272 pages / 19,50 €

ONE DAY WILL  
BE ORANGE 
COLORED

  Un jour viendra couleur d'orange

A poignant mosaic of our troubled contemporary 
society, plagued by anger and disappointments, 
through the prism of the story of a family  
in search of peace and better days.

Against a backdrop of public anger and weekly protests, 
Geoffroy, an autistic only-child, lives in a world of his own: 
a world governed by numbers and colors. Geoffroy's un-
usual behavior troubles his father, Pierre, a man incapable 
of communicating his feelings or controlling his own an-
ger; and his mother, Louise, a nurse who falls in love with 
one of her terminally ill patients. Pierre’s rage, Louise's 
selflessness, and Geoffroy's singularity – all these silent 
battles will collide and interfuse, ultimately proving that 
even in the most desperate situations, there is always a 
place for hope.

Rights sold
German

Find out more
> 50 000 copies sold in France

Grégoire Delacourt

Christiaan van Raaijen  cvanraaijen@grasset.fr

 Éditions Grasset

Salomé Berlemont-Gilles 

Find out more
> This book has won multiple prizes: 
    - 2020 Régine Deforges Prize 

- 2020 Vocation Prize 
-  Prince Pierre of Monaco  

Bourse de la Découverte

9782246814382 / 2020 / 288 pages / 19,00 €

This is the familiar story of a family that loses its social sta-
tus after leaving their home in Guinea to have a chance at a 
better life in France. The father’s certification as a surgeon 
turns out to be worthless in France and he ends up working 
as a nurse in a hospice. They move to the Parisian suburbs, 
where Marie gets a job in a supermarket. Their oldest son 
Hamadi falls in with a group of local boys who like a fight 
and initiate him into petty crime. He gives up on school and 
starts working for a local pimp and dealer, watching over 
girls at night in the Bois de Boulogne… Inevitably, he joins 
the ranks of those for whom France’s promise of equality 
turns out to be a lie. 

When 11-year-old Hamadi leaves Guinea for France, 
the future looks bright. But nothing will go as planned. 
Downgraded, marginalized, he soon discovers that the 
words inscribed on the façades of the buildings of our 
Republic are a lie.

  Le premier qui tombera

THE FIRST  
ONE DOWN
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Viviane Alloing  valloing@eyrolles.com

 Eyrolles

9782212570687 / 2019 / 256 pages / 16,00 €

THE RAVAGERS
  Les dévorantes 

Moving portraits of three women, depicted with 
striking psychological realism

Emma, Angèle, Karine. Three daughters, three mothers, 
three generations. From one to the other, each woman, 
full of suppressed but vivid hatred, passes down the fun-
damentals of motherhood. The absence of love takes up 
all the space, woven into the daily life of childhood. It takes 
root, relentlessly resonating in relationships with friends or 
lovers. The mothers reject their daughters, and this inaugu-
ral rejection, far from separating them, binds them solidly 
together in a long chain that runs through time. How to 
avoid being ravaged? How to avoid becoming the ravager?Find out more

> 1 300 copies sold since March 2019

Marinca Villanova

Carole Saudejaud  ccsaudejaud@editions-fayard.fr

 Fayard 

Virginie Grimaldi

9782213709840 / 2020 / 360 pages / 18,50 €

One woman has just prematurely given birth to a little girl. 
The other has just waved goodbye to her grown-up child-
ren as they leave home. One must learn to be a full-time 
mother, the other must learn to be a retired mother. With 
infinite humor, author Virginie Grimaldi unravels the thread 
of these two women's lives and invites us to share their joys, 
anxieties, memories, dreams and hopes.

The timeless story of those life-changing moments  
and memorable encounters that mark your destiny.

  Et que ne durent que les moments doux

MAY ONLY HAPPY 
MOMENTS LAST
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Anne Desramé  a.desrame@fleuruseditions.com

 Fleurus Éditions

9782215167631 / 2019 / 400 pages / 13,90 €

CIAO BIANCA
  Ciao Bianca

A touching tale about grief and family relationships.

Matthieu left home on his eighteenth birthday and hasn't 
seen his family since. But when his mother dies of cancer, 
he comes back for the funeral. His mother wanted to be 
laid to rest in Sardinia, in the family vault, and she'd already 
arranged everything before she passed away. Matthieu has 
to accompany his mother on her journey to her final res-
ting place, along with eleven-year-old twins, Gavi and Lena. 
Matthieu is the twins' half-brother, but he's grown apart 
from them over the years. It won't be an easy trip, but it will 
also be an opportunity for building bonds, swimming in the 
sea and nights under the stars...

Vincent Villeminot

Anne-Sophie Millet  annesophie.millet@universpoche.com

 Fleuve Éditions

Jean-Louis Festjens, 
Pierre Antilogus

9782265144262 / 2020 / 208 pages / 17,90 €

Jean-Paul is an executive manager working in an in-
ternational company. Marc is a clumsy publisher who 
always has a thousand projects going on. They have 
never met and have nothing in common… except their 
new-born grandson. So on this happy day, here they are, 
both of them, on their way to the maternity ward. This 
first meeting is the start of an unexpected relationship.  
A sensitive and entertaining novel about family rela-
tionships in the 21st century.

This family has a bright future ahead!

  Ces petits riens qui font une vie

LITTLE MOMENTS 
THAT MAKE UP 
LIFE
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Judith Rosenzweig  judith.rosenzweig@gallimard.fr

 Gallimard

Guy Regis Jr

9782072862151 / 2020 / 208 pages / 19,00 €

In five chapters, Guy Régis Jr's autobiographical account 
describes the cruel experience of a child whose father is 
constantly disappearing. In this strong and poetic narra-
tive, emotions run high and the landscapes, traditions and 
dramas of Haiti are powerfully depicted. The ever-absent 
father is constantly on the little boy's mind, whether waiting 
for his return or simply trying to forget about him.

This imaginative and colorful novel by Guy Régis Jr 
centers on the image of an absent father and seeks  
to shed light on his own personal story.

  Les cinq fois où j’ai vu mon père

THE FIVE  
TIMES I SAW  
MY FATHER

 Fleuve Éditions

9782265154957 / 2021 / 368 pages / 17,90 €

THE SUN WILL 
RISE AGAIN

  Doucement renait le jour

When her childhood memories suddenly resurface, 
Connie's life changes forever.

With a workaholic father and a mother suffering from de-
pression, Connie has learned to get by on her own. She 
is now a florist, she runs her own store and considers 
herself a strong and independent woman. Until one day 
she discovers an old picture of herself next to a little blond 
boy. Her father has no choice but to confess: the boy is her 
little brother, Mat. He was in an accident shortly before his 
second birthday and has been paralyzed ever since. Keen to 
get to know her brother and make up for lost time, Connie 
has no idea that digging into the past will come at a price…

Delphine Giraud

Anne-Sophie Millet  annesophie.millet@universpoche.com
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Judith Rosenzweig  judith.rosenzweig@gallimard.fr

 Gallimard

9782072913068 / 2020 / 240 pages / 19,50 €

THE MARTINS
  La Famille Martin  

An author with writer's block decides to tell the story 
of the next people he happens to come across. A 
captivating new novel by David Foenkinos.

This is the tale of a famous author with writer's block, who 
randomly picks a rather mundane family to be the subject 
of his next book. In order to enter into their lives, he has no 
choice but to become himself a character in this story he's 
writing, thus disrupting the personal trajectories of each 
family member. A family comedy brimming with talent, 
tinged with melancholy and eternal optimism.

Rights sold
Chinese, Italian, Spanish (world), 
Catalan, Dutch, Romanian

Find out more
>  100 000 copies sold in France.

David Foenkinos

Judith Rosenzweig  judith.rosenzweig@gallimard.fr

 Gallimard / Verticales

François Bégaudeau

Find out more
> 10 000 copies sold in France 9782072898204 / 2020 / 192 pages / 18,00 €

The Legendres are an upper-middle class family, spending 
their summer at a seaside resort. Justine, their eldest, can 
be hard to handle and little Louis is a cause for concern. 
He's 11 years-old and seems to be lagging behind his peers 
in every way. One day, he goes missing... By the author of 
Entre les murs, whose screen adaptation won a Palme d'Or, 
François Bégaudeau is one of the finest observers of the 
different strata of society.

In this satirical novel, François Bégaudeau traces  
the downfall of a bourgeois family, hyperfunctional  
and far too balanced to be healthy.

  Un enlèvement

A KIDNAPPING
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Elsa Misson  emisson@jclattes.fr

 JC Lattès

9782709666190 / 2020 / 250 pages / 19,00 €

SILKEN MEMORY
  Mémoire de soie

Between the two World Wars, on an old silk  
farm enshrouded by silence and family secrets,  
a writer is born.

On June 9th, 1935, Emile, age eighteen, leaves home to 
carry out his military duty. Although they won’t be seeing 
him for two full years, his parents go about their business 
like any other day at La Cordot. They are neither proud nor 
worried. The family never speaks of the first World War, 
nor of the now derelict silk farm that was once the family’s 
pride and joy. The morning of his departure, Emile's mother 
shows him no particular affection. Her goodbye gift is the 
official family birth record she stuffs into the bottom of his 
knapsack. On it he read two names: Suzanne, his mother, 
and another... who was not the father he knew.  But who 
was this man? To find out, he'll have to unwind the cocoon 
and pull on the thread reaching back to the origins of his 
family curse. This sublime and haunting first novel  takes 
us to a place veiled in silence and devoid of kindness. It 
explores personal tragedies against the backdrop of war. 
But, amidst the dark memories, there is love in spite of it all.

Find out more
> Shortlisted for Best First Novel Prize

Adrien Borne

Elsa Misson  emisson@jclattes.fr

 JC Lattès

Adèle Bréau

Rights sold
Swedish, Czech  

Find out more
> Nearly 30 000 copies sold

9782709666367 / 2020 / 350 pages / 19,90 €

Mathilde, Violette and Louise Carpentier are sisters. During 
their childhood, they had many happy moments together at 
La Garrigue, the house their parents bought in Saint-Rémy, 
before the village became popular with tourists. Throughout 
the joys and hardships of life, the sisters always remained 
close. Mathilde, the eldest, was beautiful and domineering. 
Violette grew up in her shadow. Louise, the youngest, was 
born many years later. This summer, the Carpentier sisters 
are together again at La Garrigue for the first time since the 
dramatic events of the previous year. Amidst exasperations, 
revelations and long-kept secrets, the summer turns into a 
family therapy session where family relations are warmed 
by their beloved Provincial sunshine.

Three sisters, a family home, old secrets  
and a life-changing summer. A transfixing family  
story full of laughter to tears.

  Frangines

SISTERS
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Elsa Misson  emisson@jclattes.fr

 JC Lattès

9782709666329 / 2020 / 200 pages / 19,00 €

THE SILENCE 
AFTER US

  Le Silence après nous

The story of a family, three siblings, and an accident 
that changes their lives forever.

That night, they were so proud to go out with their older 
brother – all three of them together for the first time.  Mona 
wore heels to look older. Antonin shaved his peach fuzz 
hoping it would grow back thicker. They had a few beers and 
played Caps at a local café. They had a great time together. 
On the way home, they took the country road along the 
coastline.  Egged on by his friends in the cars behind him, 
Gabriel drove fast. It became a race and Gabriel did not want 
to lose. Miraculously, Antonin was unscathed. His brother 
Gabriel didn't get so lucky. As for Mona, her backbone was 
severed right through to the cord. This poignant first novel 
is the story of Gabriel, Mona and Antonin, before and after 
the accident: Mourning, a long slow recovery, and finding 
the strength to love each other and themselves once again.

Sarah Masson

Benita Edzard  Benita.Edzard@robert-laffont.com

 Julliard

Maylis Adhémar

Find out more
> Film contract under negotiation

9782260054542 / 2020 / 304 pages / 19,00 €

This is a story about the controlling influence a fundamen-
tal religious environment can have on a vulnerable young 
woman. A story of awakening and emancipation: Sistine, 
21, is a pious young woman. When she meets Pierre-Louis, 
she sees him as an ideal husband who shares her religious 
values. Their initial intimacy is an ordeal, but their first heir 
is soon on the way. After her son is born, she leaves her 
husband and takes refuge in a village in the south of France, 
discovering another world, far from the fear of sin. 

After several months spent in a sectarian family 
of Christian extremists, a naïve young woman 
experiences the descent into hell and then rebirth.  
A captivating first novel!

  Bénie soit Sixtine 

BLESSED  
BE SISTINE
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Benita Edzard  Benita.Edzard@robert-laffont.com

 Julliard

9782260054672 / 2021 / 208 pages / 18,00 €

THE LAST CHILD
  Le dernier enfant

What happens in a mother's heart when the last  
of her children leaves home? This devastating novel 
depicts twenty-four hours of the life of a woman, 
whose whole existence shakes as the inevitable 
separation approaches.

Anne-Marie has been dreading this day for months: her 
youngest son is leaving the family nest. She will have to face 
facts: nothing will ever be as it was before. Throughout this 
particular day, she revisits the decisive moments in her life, 
a large part of which has been devoted to motherhood. How 
can she learn to live alongside her husband of few words, 
and find new meaning for her life to come? Besson scruti-
nizes the contradictory emotions, psychological flaws, and 
secret thoughts of a fragile woman. 

Philippe Besson

Anna Vateva  a.vateva@editionslatableronde.fr

 La Table Ronde

Michel Bernard

Find out more
> Maurice Genevoix Prize, 2009

9782710330776 / 2009 / 208 pages / 18,30 €

The story of a child's vacation on the shores of Lake An-
necy, in the house of a family friend, an admiral and com-
poser haunted by the memory of a prestigious anscestor. 
Between the young guest and the musician officer, an 
unexpected relationship arises among the objects of the 
past, like an invisible legacy. For the boy fascinated by the 
stained glass window that transfigures the mountains, this 
summer marks the epiphany of childhood that precedes 
the melancholy of its passing.

The birth of a literary vocation  
on the threshold of adolescence.

  La Maison du docteur Laheurte

DOCTOR 
LAHEURTE'S 
HOUSE
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Anna Vateva  a.vateva@editionslatableronde.fr

 La Table Ronde

9782710329138 / 2007 / 208 pages / 16,25 €

DON'T WE KISS?
  On s'embrasse pas ?

The story of a family drama when a disillusioned  
man returns to his family after fifteen  
years travelling the world.

After fifteen years of travelling the world, a disillusioned 
man returns to what is left of his family. Like a dark angel, he 
methodically shakes up the quiet life of all those around him. 
The impossible encounter between the cynicism of the 
eternal absentee and the existential slumber of those 
clinging to their prosaic horizons.

Find out more
> 12 000 copies sold

Michel Monnereau

Laurence Leclercq  lleclercq@groupedelcourt.com

 Les Avrils

9782491521042 / 2021 / 256 pages / 19,00 €

SPECIAL 
OCCASIONS

  Les Grandes Occasions

A family picture as sweet as ruthless.

In the garden, the table is set. Lunch is ready. Esther is wai-
ting for her children. It’s been years since the last time they 
were all together, but today she's finally managed to get 
them all to agree to come. But in the oppressive summer 
heat, the clock is ticking. Some are late, others simply don't 
show up at all. So Esther fills the silence with the stories 
of their past. The stories of her family. Her never-ending 
life's work. 

Rights sold
Pocket book rights sold  
(Le Livre de Poche)

Alexandra Matine

Júlia Balcells Roca  jbalcellsroca@groupedelcourt.com
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Irène Lindon  direction@leseditionsdeminuit.fr

 Les Éditions de Minuit

9782707346711 / 2021 / 96 pages / 12,00 €

HER,  
THE MOTHER

  Elle, la mère

Emmanuel  Chaussade's first novel,  
to be released in January 2021.

Her, a little girl from a modest background. Wanting to be 
stronger than death. Her, a teenage girl dreaming of Prince 
Charming. A dance of disillusionment. Her, a free, envied, 
hunted woman. Sacrificed to bury the past. It's up to the 
son to discover the family secrets. Stories of hate and love. 
Her, the mother. 

Emmanuel Chaussade

Irène Lindon  direction@leseditionsdeminuit.fr

 Les Éditions de Minuit

Mauvignier, Laurent 9782707318015 / 2002 / 128 pages / 7,00 €

When Luke leaves home, his parents, Jean and Martha, feel 
it's probably for the best for all three of them. Gilbert and 
Genevieve, Luke's uncle and aunt, think so too. But not Ce-
line, Luke's cousin. She's the only one who isn't surprised, 
the only one who fears that the thing that troubled them 
all so much about Luke would come back and bite them. 

Laurent Mauvignier's first novel, 
published in 1999.

  Loin d'eux

FAR FROM THEM

Rights sold
Chinese, Spanish, Japanese

Find out more
> 42 000 copies sold in France
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Irène Lindon  direction@leseditionsdeminuit.fr

 Les Éditions de Minuit

9782707320025 / 2007 / 320 pages / 8,80 €

WITH  
THE FAMILY

  En famille

 In this novel, first published in 1991,  
Marie Ndiaye explores what it means to be  
a stranger in one's own family.

For many years, family celebrations have taken place wi-
thout Aunt Leda, and no one has heard from her in a long 
time. Still, she's often spoken of fondly. If I find Aunt Leda, 
Fanny thinks, surely everyone would be really grateful to 
me? Maybe then they would forget what happened when 
I was born? Accompanied by her cousin Eugene, Fanny 
goes in search of her aunt, passing through many hostile 
villages. She dies for the first time along the way, only to 
come back to life in a form that might be more acceptable 
to the other people in her region, or at least, she hopes so.

Find out more
> 20 000 copies sold in France

marie Ndiaye

Irène Lindon  direction@leseditionsdeminuit.fr

 Les Éditions de Minuit

ANNE Godard

Find out more
> 2006 RTL-Lire Prize 
> 18 000 sold in France

9782707320339 / 2008 / 160 pages / 6,60 €

You never thought you'd survive, and yet you're alive, you're 
moving forward, from one day to the next, and for such a 
long time. You live, constantly fighting against his absence, 
against the fact that he was alive because that's what al-
lowed him to become absent in the first place, against 
everyone else, because they've forgotten, and against 
yourself, because you're incapable of erasing it from your 
mind. In spite of yourself, you are waiting for something 
else, but what?

Anne Godard's first novel, published in 2006

  L'Inconsolable

INCONSOLABLE
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Marguerite Mignon-Quibel  marguerite.quibel@edi8.fr    

 Les Escales  Les Escales

9782365693318 / 2018 / 624 pages / 21,90 €

THE UPROOTED
  Les Déracinés

From the Viennese cafés of the 1930s  
to the beaches of the Caribbean, discover  
a wonderful story of love and exile, and  
the unusual destiny of Almah and Wilhelm.

Vienna, 1932.  Wilhelm meets Almah but the rise of anti-
semitism has shattered their idyll.  After a few years, they 
no longer have a choice and are condemned to exile. And 
so begins a long period of instability until they receive an 
unexpected proposition: found a colony in the Dominican 
Republic where the local dictator has offered 100 000 visas 
to Jewish refugees from Europe.  There, in the middle of 
the steaming hot jungle, they have to build everything from 
scratch: their home, their life.  Based on true events, this 
saga reveals a little known part of history.  

Find out more
> +150 000 copies sold in France.                             
> The first of a 4-volume saga 
>  An abbreviated 500-page version is 

available to international publishers

Catherine BardonGregory Nicholas

9782365695169 / 2021 / 224 pages / 19,90 €

Just as the narrator learns that he's soon to become the 
father of a little girl, he also learns that his own father, Jean, 
went down with his sinking boat. In homage to his father, 
and perhaps also to ease his own pain, the narrator sits 
down to write a novel about the boat, Ar c’hwil, that had 
been in his life for as long as he can remember. Behind the 
history of the boat is the story of his father, and the sorrows 
and tragedies of his life, but also the story of a loving family.

A family chronicle set in Brittany, giving an intricate 
portrait of the local fishing industry and the crises that 
marked the second part of the twentieth century. 

  Les Fils du pêcheur

THE 
FISHERMAN'S 
SONS

Literature & fiction Children's Books  Comic books & graphic
Essays & humanities  Parenting  Young adult

Gregory Messina   gregory@linwoodmesina.com
Marguerite Mignon-Quibel  marguerite.quibel@edi8.fr    
Gregory Messina   gregory@linwoodmesina.com
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Sylvie Mouches  s.mouches@lianalevi.fr Sylvie Mouches  s.mouches@lianalevi.fr

 Liana Levi  Liana Levi

9791034903146 / 2020 / 240 pages / 19,00 €

THE SPOON
  La Cuillère

A quirky, heartfelt road-movie style novel.

How does one proceed with life, after the sudden death 
of a beloved father? Seren Madeleine Jones has no idea, 
but she’d like to find out. Armed with a wry sense of hu-
mour, a fierce imagination and the last object her father 
used - a silver spoon - she sets off on an initiatory journey 
from Pembrokeshire to Burgundy. Where, potentially, the 
story first began. With The Spoon, Dany Héricourt has 
written an unusual and joyful début novel about the end of 
childhood, loss, bereavement, the birth of artistic vocation, 
and family secrets.

Dany HericourtPascale Dietrich

Rights sold
Spanish, Korean

Find out more
>  6 000 copies sold 
> Audiovisual rights sold 
> 2020 Quai du polar Prize

9791034900909 / 2019 / 160 pages / 15,00 €

Years ago, Michèle married Leone Acampora, a boss of 
the Grenoble mafia, with whom she has two daughters 
who have come to terms with their rather unusual back-
ground as best they can. Dina, in a spirit of rebellion, opts 
to go into humanitarian work. As for Alessia, in the phar-
macy she manages, "homeopathy" is the code word for 
"cocaine" and "national health card" means "your life is 
in danger". While the mobsters of her father’s generation 
play poker at the retirement home, Alessia is full of ideas 
for modernizing the business.

Ironic, feminist, deliciously surprising,  
an unexpected novel in which women rub  
the Grenoble underworld up wrong way  
and pull strings behind the scenes.

  Les mafieuses

THE MAFIOSA

Literature & fiction Children's Books  Comic books & graphic
Essays & humanities  Parenting  Young adult

Rights sold
Italian

Find out more
> 7 000 copies sold in France
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Sylvie Mouches  s.mouches@lianalevi.fr Sylvie Mouches  s.mouches@lianalevi.fr

 Liana Levi  Liana Levi

9791034900459 / 2018 / 288 pages / 19,00 €

WHERE DOGS 
BARK WITH 
THEIR TAILS

  LA OÙ LES CHIENS ABOIENT PAR LA QUEUE

The interwoven history of the Ezechiel family and  
the island of Guadeloupe from the 50s to the present; 
a novelistic whirlwind that examines the mixed-race 
identity handed down from one generation to the next.

A young woman born in the Paris suburbs, whose skin 
color and holiday memories alone link her to her father’s 
native Guadeloupe, asks herself questions about her 
mixed-race identity. At her request, her old aunt Antoine, 
flamboyant and indomitable, unfolds the history of their 
family, the Ezechiels, that echoes that of the island itself in 
the second half of the twentieth century. Carried along by 
unforgettable characters and inventive language, this novel 
pieces together all the nuances of Guadeloupean culture, 
its richness and its hidden wounds.

Rights sold
English (USA), Spanish (world)

Find out more
> 50 000 copies sold
> 2018 Stanislas Prize
> 2018 Carbet Prize

ESTELLE-SARAH BULLEMacha Meril

Find out more
> 35 000 copies sold in France

9791034902361 / 2020 / 352 pages / 21,00 €

In a valley of the French Corrèze, a community of Cos-
sacks. It’s January 1939. For almost twenty years, these 
sons of the tsarist imperial horse-guard have led an 
autonomous life. Having arrived in France following the 
October Revolution, these men devoted themselves to 
horse-breeding. But the war opens old wounds: shouldn’t 
they try to rid Russia of Bolshevism, even if it means siding 
with Hitler? That’s the choice of Vassia. He leaves behind 
his only daughter, Sonia, and his unfailing friend Vania. 
Vania will stand by her side right to the end of the road to 
assimilation. Determined to escape poverty, she throws 
herself into a brilliant political career.

Three lives tell the little-known story of the Cossacks 
in France, during the war and post-1945.

  Vania, Vassia et la fille de Vassia

VANIA, VASSIA 
AND VASSIA'S 
DAUGHTER

Literature & fiction Children's Books  Comic books & graphic
Essays & humanities  Parenting  Young adult
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Carole Saudejaud  csaudejaud@editions-fayard.fr Geneviève Lebrun-Taugourdeau  genevieve.lebrun-taugourdeau@mercure.fr

 Mazarine  Mercure de France

9782715246782 / 2018 / 176 pages / 14,80 €

HAPPY  
FAMILIES 

  La petite famille

Since Sacha's birth, Camille has been exhausted. 
Post-natal depression or something going further 
back? In this seemingly normal family, an impending 
danger gradually creeps up on them.

Camille and Ron live in Amsterdam and have just had a 
baby, Sacha. But ever since the child was born, Camille 
feels exhausted, which puts incredible strain on her rela-
tionship with Ron. Until Nina, Camille’s childhood friend, 
comes to visit them. Nina gets along well with Sacha and 
Camille is delighted to have someone to confide in. On Ca-
mille and Ron's invitation, Nina moves in with them. She 
soon discreetly takes things in hand: buying groceries, 
putting the neglected flat in order, taking care of Sacha. 
Nina is feels right at home…

Sophie AvonAurélie Valognes

9782863744826 / 2020 / 342 pages / 18,90 €

At school, there are the good students... and then there's 
Gustave. As much as he'd like to bring news of his good 
grades back home to his mother, more often than not he 
brings news of yet another visit to the head teacher's office. 
Yet Gustave spends more time on his homework than most 
of his comrades. But unlike Josephine, his big sister, who's 
top of her class, Gustave just doesn't make the grade. Af-
ter being told time and again that he's good-for-nothing, 
Gustave ends up believing it. Little does he know that one 
chance encounter can change the course of his life.

Sometimes it doesn't take much for your life to change, 
for the better or the worse. A timeless and moving 
novel, steeped in humor.

  Né sous une bonne étoile

BORN UNDER  
A LUCKY STAR
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 Mercure de France

Kettly Mars

Rights sold
German, English (world)

9782715239302 / 2015 / 176 pages / 15,80 €

One year after the 2010 earthquake in Haiti, Alexandre, 
who's lived in hospital for many years, is going back home. 
In the space of two days, Eliane, the eighty-six-year-old 
implacable matriarch, gathers her children and prepares 
them to take care of her son, barely known by some 
members of the family. Alexandre will have to learn how to 
live with his family again, and vice versa. His presence in the 
family home will change everyone’s lives, revealing many 
things to his brothers, sisters, uncles, aunts, and cousins. 
Old memories will rise to the surface, as well as emotions 
long-suppressed…

A few months after the earthquake that devastated 
Haiti, the return of a brother after forty years of 
absence will change the daily life of the Bernier family.

  Je suis vivant

I AM ALIVE

Geneviève Lebrun-Taugourdeau  genevieve.lebrun-taugourdeau@mercure.fr

 Mercure de France

9782715234253 / 2015 / 272 pages / 18,50 €

MERRY SISAL'S 
JOURNEY

  Les voyages de Merry Sisal

A joyous encounter between two women 
bruised by life, who will discover together 
the force of resilience.

When the terrible earthquake devastates the city of Port-
au-Prince, on 2010 January 12th, Merry has no choice but 
to leave the ruins of her homeland, leaving behind her belo-
ved children. She finds refuge on the island of Bonne-Terre 
(Good-Land), where she is hired by Anna and Raymond, a 
French couple. Little by little, Anna and Merry will disco-
ver that they have a lot in common, and Anna becomes 
unreasonably attached to the young Haitian. Merry wonders 
about the reasons behind her boss's behavior, but makes 
the best of it. She never loses sight of her goal: getting back 
to her children.

Gisèle Pineau

Geneviève Lebrun-Taugourdeau  genevieve.lebrun-taugourdeau@mercure.fr
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 Mercure de France

Gilles Leroy

Find out more
>  Gilles Leroy is the author of Alabama 

Song (Goncourt Prize 2007, translated 
into 29 languages), Nina Simone, novel 
(translated into Italian (Gremese), 
Dutch (Cossée) and Croatian 
(Filolosko)) and adapted for the theater 
by Jina Djemba Miss Nina Simone 
and The World According to Billy Boy 
(Marcel Pagnol Prize 2015).

9782715248588 / 2019 / 144 pages / 15,00 €

Eau Claire, a small town in Wisconsin. Lorraine and her 
husband, Fred, have four children. Lorraine is trying to raise 
them as best as she can, while she and Fred take a series 
of short-term jobs to make ends meet. But one night, when 
she's feeling particularly exhausted, Lorraine cracks: after 
an umpteenth argument with Adam, her oldest fifteen-
year-old son, she reaches the end of her patience. In the 
middle of the winter night, she boots him out of the house, 
on the pretext that he's a homosexual. She then proceeds 
to burn all her son's possessions, claiming to be protecting 
the family from shame.

Lorraine bends over backwards trying to raise  
her four sons and has nothing but God and her pills  
to keep her going. But what really gets her the most  
is Adam, her defiant eldest son...

  Le diable emporte le fils rebelle

TO THE DEVIL 
WITH YOU, SON!

Geneviève Lebrun-Taugourdeau  genevieve.lebrun-taugourdeau@mercure.fr Vibeke Madsen  madsen@pol-editeur.fr

 P.O.L

Emmanuelle Bayamack-Tam

Rights sold
English (USA), Greek, German, Spanish 
(Spain, Argentina)

Find out more
>  100 000 copies sold in France, winner 

of the Prix Livre Inter, audiovisual 
rights sold to Maneki Films.

9782818046005 / 2018 / 448 pages / 19,00 €

Arcadie is a sensitive, disturbing and amusing novel of our 
times, raising topics such as gender and living together. It 
is the story of a young girl, Farah, whose body mysteriously 
begins to present male attributes. She and her parents find 
refuge in a libertarian community accepting people as they 
are. Farah falls in love with the spiritual leader, but when the 
group rejects migrants seeking refuge, she sees it as a be-
trayal of their principles. Arcadie is a novel of innocence in 
the contemporary world – a gentle, cruel, comical, dazzling 
bildungsroman that investigates and challenges our fears 
and our illusions about love, gender and sex.

A gentle, cruel and comical bildungsroman  
that investigates and challenges our fears and  
illusions about love, gender and sex.

  Arcadie

ARCADIE
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Vibeke Madsen  madsen@pol-editeur.fr

 P.O.L

9782818013977 / 2011 / 352 pages / 19,00 €

CLEVES
  Clèves

Clèves describes a changing world, that adults  
either don’t see or don't understand. A beautiful, 
amusing and cruel novel.

Solange is an observant and intelligent young girl, torn 
between “school where everyone is obsessed with sex” 
and absent parents. From the day she has her first pe-
riod, “doing it” (sex) becomes the major issue. Strategy, 
tactics, seduction, friends and confessions; her village 
becomes a Court, full of scheming and betrayals. The 
girls are nothing but prey to the boys. But Solange will 
find her own victim: her neighbor. She soon becomes an 
unscrupulous Lolita.Rights sold

German, Korean, Danish, Spanish 
(Spain), Italian, Dutch (Netherlands), 
English (UK/Australia), Swedish

Find out more
>  55 000 copies sold in France, 

audiovisual rights sold to Avenue B 
Production/Arte.

Marie Darrieussecq

 P.O.L

Rebecca Lighieri

Rights sold
German

Find out more
>  30 000 copies sold in France, 

audiovisual rights sold to Haut-Court, 
shortlisted for the Inrockuptibles 
Prize. 

9782818048689 / 2020 / 384 pages / 21,00 €

Karel grows up, with his sister and disabled brother, in the 
poor neighborhood of Marseille. Together, they share a 
childhood struggle for survival, through abuse, drug ad-
diction, poverty and institutional indifference. Karel tries 
to imagine the life he might have led, born under a better 
star, to less marginal and abusive parents. He wonders if 
he's been somehow contaminated by violence and if it will 
lead him to damage others in turn? Some Men… is an am-
bitious, urgent novel, a story of society and our hard, mad, 
barbaric world. A novel that looks evil in the eye and tells 
of a devastated childhood, injustice, drugs and violence.

A novel about the injustices and brutality  
of the society we live in.

  Il est des hommes qui se perdront toujours

SOME MEN…

Vibeke Madsen  madsen@pol-editeur.fr
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Benita Edzard  Benita.Edzard@robert-laffont.com

 Robert Laffont

9782221249345 / 2021 / 324 pages / 17,00 €

AND YET,  
SHE TURNS

  Et pourtant elle tourne

The fate of a fifteen-year-old girl, in the grip  
of an intimate tragedy, in Algeria in the late 1980s,  
as Islamism takes hold of the country.

Constantine, 1986. Latzari Luma is 15 years-old. Behind 
her exuberance is a girl torn in two: during the day, she 
lives the life of a cheerful teenage girl; but at night, she 
harbors a terrible secret that has bound her to her father 
since she was very young. As Islamism creeps into the life 
of the Algerian population and the threat increases, Latzari 
realizes that she will have to save herself from her father, 
who now wants to introduce her to the pleasures of love. 
Whatever she decides, the world she has always known is 
about to disappear. 

Maïté Laplume

Sandra Martel  s.martel@actes-sud.fr

 Rouergue

Marie-Sabine Roger

Find out more
>  Marie-Sabine Roger's novels  

have won numerous awards and  
have captivated readers the world over. 
Two of her novels have been adapted 
for the cinema by Jean Becker, La Tête 
en friche and Bon rétablissement.  
She lives in Charente.

9782812620744 / 2020 / 208 pages / 18,00 €

A long time ago, long before she was the free woman she 
is now, Tanah remembers being the child of a king, the 
daughter of a fallen ruler, exiled from a gorgeous archipe-
lago, Far-Reach, in the vast, blue Frenetic Ocean. And like 
all islanders, she knows the location of her homeland by 
heart, and when she turns nine-years-old, she manages 
to retrace her steps right back to the island she came from 
to find her father. He passed down to her the seeds of a 
dream, but he also taught her the brutal power of illusion.

In this beautiful and thoughtful novel that plays lovingly 
with words and geographies, Marie-Sabine Roger 
returns to the lost battle of childhood and reminds 
us that our inherent need for fiction can sometimes 
consume us to the point of madness.

  Loin-Confins

FAR-REACHES
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Laurence Lamoulie  llamoulie@swediteur.com

 Sabine Wespieser éditeur

9782848051598 / 2014 / 192 pages / 18,00 €

FOUR WALLS
  Quatre murs

The lost paradise of childhood and its innocence  
echoes through Four Walls, as each sibling gives  
their side of the story of their family feud.

When their father dies, four siblings return to the empty 
rooms of the family home. Everything anyone says seems to 
have a hidden meaning, especially when it comes to inheri-
tance. Two years later, they no longer speak to each other. 
However, they all agree to meet in Greece, their country of 
origin. The trip is an opportunity to look back on their rela-
tionships and their past. As each protagonist delivers their 
version of events, author Kéthévane Davrichewy gradually 
reveals the truth behind the family drama.Find out more

> 8 800 copies sold

Kéthévane Davrichewy

 Sabine Wespieser éditeur

Yanick Lahens

Rights sold
English (world), Italian, Norwegian, 
Catalan

Find out more
> 2014 Femina Prize 
> 51 000 copies sold

9782848051178 / 2014 / 280 pages / 20,00 €

After three days of storms, a fisherman discovers a young 
girl, washed up on the beach. The girl cries out, calling on 
all the voodoo gods and her ancestors, in a plea to help her 
understand how she ended up there. In this detailed family 
novel, Yanick Lahens looks back at the three generations 
that preceded the young woman in order to unravel the 
mystery of her identity.

Set in Haiti, Moonbath is a wonderfully detailed  
family fresco on the fault lines that have crossed  
the island for a century.

  Bain de lune

MOONBATH

Laurence Lamoulie  llamoulie@swediteur.com
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 Sabine Wespieser éditeur

9782848050126 / 2003 / 192 pages / 16,25 €

MOZE
  Moze

Moze is Zahia Rahmani's account of  
her Harki father's suicide. A unique and powerful  
tale that testifies to all the outcasts of history.

On the morning of November 11, 1991, Moze - who escaped 
the Harki massacre in Algeria and moved to France in 1967 
with his family - made a final salute to the monument of 
the dead and then drowned himself in the communal pond.
More than a decade later, his daughter tries to understand 
why he did it.
Moze explores colonialism and its excesses and the people 
left behind by history.

Rights sold
English (world), Norwegian, Turkish

Find out more
> 4 000 copies sold

Zahia Rahmani

Laurence Lamoulie  llamoulie@swediteur.com

 Sabine Wespieser éditeur

Dima Abdallah

Find out more
>  2020 "Sent by the Post" Prize 
>  Finalist for the 2020 Arab  

Literature Prize 
>  Finalist of the 2020 SGDL  

Grand Prix for first novel  
> 6 700 copies sold since 27/08/20

9782848053608 / 2020 / 240 pages / 20,00 €

A child born in Beirut during the civil war is used to having 
to hide their fear and suddenly move out of their home. The 
child's father, a poet who has decided not to take sides in 
the conflict, has nothing to offer his daughter but anguish, 
lucidity, silence and a lavish green patch of paradise. When 
she was twelve years-old, her family fled to Paris, leaving 
her behind. As a teenager and then as an adult, she conti-
nues to take refuge among her beloved plants. In this first 
novel, Dima Abdallah gives a heartbreaking account of her 
ongoing battle with the memory of a childhood in ruins.

Against the backdrop of the Lebanese civil war,  
this beautiful first novel intertwines the voices  
of father and daughter, expressing their inner exile  
and infinite loss.

  Mauvaises herbes

WEEDS

Laurence Lamoulie  llamoulie@swediteur.com
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Maria Vlachou  maria.vlachou@seuil.com

 Seuil

9782021455885 / 2020 / 256 pages / 18,00 €

A CRIME OF  
NO IMPORTANCE

  Un crime sans importance 

An intimate and compelling story, inciting fascinating 
reflections on the weight of silence.

When Irène Frain learned that her older sister had died, se-
ven weeks had already gone by since the day this 79-year-
old woman was attacked in her home. In a rich and limpid 
style, the author, who is constantly striving for the law to 
open the file and for the culprit to be found, sketches a 
portrait of an adored sister. Between the lines, the author 
reveals herself: a woman of force and vulnerability, a wo-
man who doubts and cannot accept not knowing.

Find out more
> 47 637 copies sold in France
> 2020 interallié Prize

Irène Frain

 Seuil

Régis Jauffret

Rights sold
Italian

Find out more
> 12 133 copies sold in France

9782021450354 / 2020 / 208 pages / 19,00 €

September 2018, around 10pm. There's a documentary 
on Vichy France on TV. Two members of the Gestapo are 
leading a hand-cuffed man out of the building where Régis 
Jauffret spent his childhood. The man is his father. Just 
another anonymous victim to most, but that eight-second 
sequence viewed again and again by the author was enough 
to awaken the child hidden deep inside. It took all the pages 
of this book to restore the memory of the deaf, bipolar 
father he had been so ashamed of.

A moving tale about the enigmatic 
father figure.

  Papa

DAD

Maria Vlachou  maria.vlachou@seuil.com
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 Seuil

9782021454901 / 2020 / 208 pages / 18,00 €

SATURN
  Saturne 

A masterful autobiographical novel with a dazzling 
narrative that courageously travels the infinite 
distance of mourning.

In 1977, a young man dies tragically. His name was Harry. 
His daughter was 15 months old. In 2019, in Geneva, a 
chance meeting brings Harry's daughter into contact with 
a woman who knew him. There begins the story of her lost 
father, heir to a dynasty of Jewish doctors who had to leave 
Algeria when it claimed independence. And then, a woman 
of astounding beauty burst into Harry’s life. At the end of 
Harry's story, another story begins, one that mirrors the 
first: the story of the author herself, as she recounts a child-
hood haunted by the loss of her father and an unexpected 
renaissance.

Rights sold
German, Greek, Catalan 

Find out more
> 24 421 copies sold in France
> Roman news 2020
   Publicis drugstore

Sarah Chiche

Maria Vlachou  maria.vlachou@seuil.com

 Seuil

Rachid Benzine 

Rights sold
German, Italian, Castilian  
(Latin America), Korean

Find out more
> 11 669 copies sold in France 9782021435092 / 2020 / 96 pages / 13,00 €

She had never understood French.  Fascinated by variety 
shows, every Saturday evening she sang along with the 
popular tunes of the day. Sheltered in an enchanted paren-
thesis, she forgot all that had wrought the inner sufferings 
of the village idiot, the little immigrant girl who wasn’t very 
smart and the widow bringing up five children. Today, she 
is ninety-three and she lives with the unmarried sibling 
who reads to her Balzac’s La peau de chagrin every night. 
For him, reading has always been the reality of intoxicating 
desires, integration and social advancement.

Pure, true, humble and timeless.

  Ainsi parlait ma mère 

THUS SPOKE 
MY MOTHER

Maria Vlachou  maria.vlachou@seuil.com
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Maÿlis Vauterin  mvauterin@editions-stock.fr

 Stock

9782234089990 / 2020 / 400 pages / 20,90 €

SABRE
  Sabre

Once upon a time there was a sabre…

When his grandfather dies, Samuel Livdweiss returns to 
his grandparents’ house. Everything seems normal, except 
for one thing: the sabre that had pride of place in the dining 
room has disappeared. Samuel decides to investigate this 
childhood memory with the help of his aunt Esther, a retired 
bookseller.
It’s not so much the sabre itself that fascinates him, but the 
story behind it, the succession of men and wars. Which an-
cestor did it date back to? Who was the heroic – or perhaps 
lawless – impostor VLRL (Victor Livdweiss Rex Livorum) 
who once ruled over a Baltic archipelago? A family myth 
endlessly reinvented by ageing uncles.  

Find out more
>  Selected for the Jean Giono Prize  

and the Deux Magots Prize

Emmanuel Ruben

 Stock

Christophe Boltanski

Rights sold
German, Chinese (China), Spanish 
(Spain), Greek, Dutch (Netherlands), 
Polish, Romanian, English (USA) 

Find out more
> 72 000 copies sold 
> 2015 Femina Prize
> Film rights optional

9782234076372 / 2015 / 344 pages / 20,00 €

This is the story of a man, the grandfather of the author, 
a Jewish doctor who hid in his home in the heart of Paris 
during World War II. In this “in-between” space carved out 
of the apartment’s walls, you could neither stand up nor lie 
down. It went on for two years. He wouldn’t have survived 
without the iron will and leadership of his wife, “Grand- 
Mother”, a novelist who had had polio as a child. The Bolt 
hole is the story of an eccentric family and an alternative 
vision of freedom. As you venture into successive rooms 
of the “Rue-de-Grenelle”, you meet one character after 
another and the mystery of the “Bolts” is unveiled.

What’s the secret of this unique family? 

  La cache

THE BOLT HOLE

Maÿlis Vauterin  mvauterin@editions-stock.fr
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 Stock

9782234085831 / 2019 / 240 pages / 18,00 €

THE RECIPE 
NOTEBOOK

  Le cahier de recettes

 An enchantingly appetizing story about a French  
bistro and passing down family traditions.

“Monsieur Henri” is an exceptional cook. He runs Le Relais 
Fleuri, a low-key French bistro. There’s one thing Henri is 
sure of: under no circumstances will his son Julien take it 
over after his death. When Henri falls into a coma, Julien 
spends many hours by his bedside, trying to bring back to 
life the culinary heritage of his secretive father. It's not long 
before Julien develops an obsession: finding the notebook 
of recipes where his father wrote down all his mysterious 
tricks… But while he searches, he comes across another, 
more personal, secret, and he finally understands why his 
father let his wife leave without a word.

Rights sold
Brazilian, Czech, Estonian, Finnish, 
German, Greek, Hungarian, 
Icelandic, Israeli, Italian, Lithuanian, 
Dutch (Netherlands), Romanian, 
Russian, Serbian, Slovakian, Spanish 
(Spain), Taiwanese, English (UK & 
Commonwealth)

Jacky Durand

Maÿlis Vauterin  mvauterin@editions-stock.fr

 Stock

Olivia Elkaim

Find out more
> Shortlisted for the 2020 Femina Prize

9782234086173 / 2020 / 352 pages / 20,90 €

When someone knocks at Marcel’s door in the middle of the 
night, he fears both for his own life and the lives of his wife 
and children. A bag is pulled over his head, he is bundled 
into a truck and driven into the desert. Will he be killed 
or released? Three days later, he returns to Relizane safe 
and sound. His family wonder what his safe return means. 
What forfeit has he paid and who to? But he says nothing. 
When a young Arab apprentice turns up outside his shop, 
Marcel realizes that sooner or later he will have to leave 
his country. But even in France, where he makes a new life 
for himself, he never gives up the hope of returning to his 
shop in Relizane…

“Algeria, 1958: my grandfather was Jewish and a tailor 
by trade. He had to give up everything.” 

  Le tailleur de Relizane

THE TAILOR  
OF RELIZANE

Maÿlis Vauterin  mvauterin@editions-stock.fr
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Mathilde Azzopardi  mathilde.azzopardi@editions-verdier.fr

 Verdier

9782378560294 / 2019 / 144 pages / 14,00 €

BEFORE  
I FORGET

  Avant que j'oublie

My old corpse, my one-legged scumbag,  
my misanthrope king, my great big hulk of a father

Janus’ father is a man of many facets. He is on the one hand 
an aggressive one-legged alcoholic, and on the other, an 
amateur of Eastern spirituality with hidden artistic sensi-
bilities. When he passes away, something has to be done 
about his house. Amongst the clutter of this Aladdin’s 
cave, Janus stumbles across memory after memory as 
she methodically sorts through his belongings. And then, 
one day, a letter arrives, revealing the whole truth about her 
beloved father whom she resembles so much, in spite of 
the distance between them.

Rights sold
German

Find out more
> Inter Book Prize 2020, 
> Summer Prize 2020, 
> Postal Prize 2019. 
>  Featured in the shortlists  

for the Goncourt, Femina  
and Wepler Prizes. 

> 93 000 copies sold.

Anne Pauly
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 Albin Michel Pratique

9782226454393 / 2020 / 143 pages / 14,90 €

COOKING  
WITH DAD

  En cuisine avec papa

Simple but tasty recipes, created by two influencer 
dads for cooking with young children.

Simple recipes with a tasty twist, designed specifically for 
cooking with young children.

Samuel, Nicook

Parenting Children's Books  Comic books & graphic
Essays & humanities  Literature & fiction  Young adult

Sandra Martel  s.martel@actes-sud.fr

 Actes Sud 

Stéphanie Brillant

Find out more
>  Stephanie Brillant is the director  

of the documentary film  
The Brain of Children released  
in cinemas in May 2018.

9782330123864 / 2019 / 304 pages / 22,00 €

Bursting with information, concrete examples, practical 
exercises and games that are easy to play in everyday life, 
this book covers a multitude of topics: from emotions to 
beliefs, to how memory works, to mental hygiene and the 
importance of physical activity. It helps to understand how 
everything is intertwined, and takes an original approach 
to how the brain works, helping children and educators 
reveal their full potential. 

Have you ever wondered how to ensure the healthy 
development of your child's brain? 

  Guide du cerveau pour parents éclairés

GUIDE TO THE 
BRAIN FOR 
ENLIGHTENED 
PARENTS
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Laurence Badot  laurence.badot@albin-michel.fr

 Albin Michel Pratique

Bernadette Lemoine,  
Diane de Bodman

9782226443830 / 2019 / 165 pages / 12,50 €

Recipes using seasonal products and no refined sugar!

How can we find the right words to answer  
children's big questions, to help them find their place  
in the world, to educate them about the beauty,  
truth and responsibilities in life...?

  Trouver les mots qui font grandir  
pour les aider à s'épanouir

FINDING THE WORDS 
TO GUIDE YOUR 
CHILD TO MATURITY 
AND HAPPINESS
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François-Xavier Clément

 Artège

  La voie de l'éducation intégrale

THE PATH OF 
THE INTEGRAL 
EDUCATION
The reference work on integral education,  
tomorrow’s education.

Integral education is based on the overall vision of the 
child beyond that of a simple "bag of knowledge", aiming 
to contribute to the child's development as a whole. 
Based on Christian humanism, it is a very modern vision 
of education at a time when benchmarks are fading and 
educational structures are struggling. The knowledgeable 
author develops an approach accessible for any parent 
who is keen to educate their child. This is the first time 
a work synthesizes theoretical principles and practical 
applications on this subject.

9791033610496 / 2021 / 300 pages / 19,00 €

Pauline Misconi  pauline.misconi@elidia.fr
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Cristina Chiarasini - Responsable droits étrangers  contact@agencelitteraire-cgr.com

 Dangles

Pierre Massot

Find out more
> 2 800 copies sold

9782703312499 / 2019 / 304 pages / 22,00 €

Phones, tablets, computers... screen time is rapidly repla-
cing family time and more often than not deteriorates the 
relationships within a family. Here's a first-hand look at the 
effects of digital media on children and what we can do about 
it. The author helps parents and children explore these topics 
and suggests tips to reconnect with children who seem inse-
parable from their screens. Practical, thoughtful, optimistic 
and enjoyable, this book is a wise guide and will make us 
more aware of the tech-driven world we live in, encouraging 
us to make smart, bold choices.

Without guilt, dramatization or stigmatization,  
the book deals with all screens at all ages.

  Être parent à l'ère des écrans / 
Boîte à outils pour faire face à 
l'hyperconnexion des jeunes

BEING A PARENT IN 
THE ERA OF SCREENS/
TOOLBOX FOR DEALING 
WITH HYPERCONNECTED 
YOUNG PEOPLE

Philippe Lahille - Directeur éditorial  p.lahille@piktos.fr

 Dangles

9782703312505 / 2019 / 352 pages / 24,00 €

CINEMA THERAPY WITH 
CARTOONS/FAMILY-
BASED DEVELOPMENT  
AND FULFILMENT

  Cinéma thérapie par les dessins animés / 
Grandir et s'épanouir en famille

Using imagination as an opportunity for sharing, 
dialogue and experimentation.

Movies are much more than entertainment. Given their 
attraction for young people and the profound impact they 
often have, they can help pave the way to self-awareness. 
Movies are fabulous educational resources to tackle deli-
cate subjects with our children, allowing them to connect 
with their feelings or easily identify a problem they may 
be confronted with. The author provides several tools to 
maximize the benefits of movies, including tips on how to 
discuss what you've seen and ways to enhance exchanges.

Find out more
> 2 000 copies sold

Virginie Lemaire de Bressy

Cristina Chiarasini - Responsable droits étrangers  contact@agencelitteraire-cgr.com
Philippe Lahille - Directeur éditorial  p.lahille@piktos.fr
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 Dangles

Sabrina Feret-Hubert

Find out more
> 6 300 copies sold

9782703311720 / 2017 / 176 pages / 17,00 €

The bedtime story is a special moment we share with our 
children and the perfect opportunity to help them disco-
ver their inner resources. With the aim of accompanying 
children in their personal development, the eleven stories 
featured in this book can be enjoyed by children aged 5 to 
10. The stories provide tips for children on how to deal with 
sleep problems, anger issues and low self-confidence...

This book uses a soft hypnosis technique -  
abdominal breathing, imagination and suggestive 
repetition - in aid of the child's personal development.

  Petites Histoires hypnotiques du soir /  
Comment aider son enfant à grandir  
et faire face aux changements

HYPNOTIC BEDTIME 
STORIES/HELPING 
YOUR CHILD MATURE 
AND DEAL WITH 
CHANGE

Cristina Chiarasini - Responsable droits étrangers  contact@agencelitteraire-cgr.com
Philippe Lahille - Directeur éditorial  p.lahille@piktos.fr
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 Dangles

9782703312659 / 2020 / 144 pages / 12,00 €

POSITIVE PARENTING: 
A PARENTING 
ALTERNATIVE BASED  
ON MUTUAL RESPECT

  Vers une parentalité plus positive :  
Une alternative basée sur  
le respect mutuel

Tools to foster children's willingness to cooperate, 
illustrated with examples of everyday life.

This is a complete A to Z manual on how to practice posi-
tive parenting in our daily life. It is accessible to all parents 
and proves the value of adjusting our relationship with our 
children, to make it one of cooperation and mutual respect.

Claire Tuufui

Cristina Chiarasini - Responsable droits étrangers  contact@agencelitteraire-cgr.com
Philippe Lahille - Directeur éditorial  p.lahille@piktos.fr
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Gail Markham  gmarkham@dunod.com

 Dunod

Camille Berta

9782100772131 / 2018 / 176 pages / 16,90 €

Camille Berta explains everything you need to know to 
breathe new life into your family routine. Here you’ll find 
tips and advice on how to better organize daily life, enrich 
family relations, guide your children as they grow up, have 
fun — and stop being an overwhelmed parent!
- Practical tools to take control of your daily life
- An effective visual presentation
-  Real-life accounts to help you gain perspective  

on yourself as a parent
- Tests to better understand your family

A better family routine

  Ma boîte à outils pour organiser  
et ré-enchanter ma vie de famille

TOOLBOX FOR 
REINVENTING 
FAMILY LIVING

Parenting Children's Books  Comic books & graphic
Essays & humanities  Literature & fiction  Young adult
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Labarthe Cécile  clabarthe@editions-hatier.fr

 Éditions Hatier

9782401034976 / 2020 / 80 pages / 4,90 €

10 PRINCIPLES 
FOR SEPARATED 
PARENTS

  10 Clés - Parents séparés

An instruction manuel for dealing  
with changes in the family.

More and more, children have to cope with the direct im-
pacts of their parents separating. Whether it be through 
disruptions to daily life, changing routines or tensions im-
pacting the family dynamic, the child will be affected in one 
way or another. Even if you do everything you can to avoid 
repercussions, this family change will have a major impact 
on your child's life. This book contains:
-  Insights into the changes experienced  

within the family unit, both in the parent and the child.
-  A wide selection of tried-and-tested advice  

within these 10 key principles for supporting your child 
through this moment of transition.

Sabrina de Dinechin
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Labarthe Cécile  clabarthe@editions-hatier.fr

 Éditions Hatier

Caroline  Jambon

9782401035072 / 2020 / 224 pages / 15,90 €

Emotional education is a collaborative process, that goes 
both ways: we educate ourselves while also educating our 
children, engaging in positive progression on both sides. 
We monitor and guide the emotions of our children, and 
our children in turn reveal our own vulnerabilities, triggers 
and deficiencies. Raising children is also about our own 
self-improvement, allowing us to become better equipped 
to guide our children's emotional development. Caroline 
Jambon, creator and author of the successful blog "Learn 
to educate", outlines in her new book the 10 key points at 
the foundation of this new educational philosophy:

1.  Understand the true 
nature of emotions

2.  Provide basic human 
needs

3.  Feed attachment
4. Cultivate your empathy
5. Cultivate Self-Empathy
6.  Accept your  

personal story

7.  Learn and understand  
the steps of the child's 
development (motor, 
emotional and cognitive)

8.  Develop the child's 
environment

9. Teach skills
10.  Authorize and  

accommodate the right  
to make mistakes

Emotional development of children and parents.

  La coéducation émotionnelle

COLLABORATIVE 
EMOTIONAL LEARNING

Parenting Children's Books  Comic books & graphic
Essays & humanities  Literature & fiction  Young adult
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Labarthe Cécile  clabarthe@editions-hatier.fr

 Éditions Hatier

9782401035010 / 2020 / 64 pages / 6,90 €

HAPPINESS LAB - 
MINDFULNESS FOR 
THE FAMILY

  Labo du bonheur -  
La pleine conscience en famille

A toolkit for happy families!

We often tell our children to "Be careful." But did we ever 
explain to them what exactly that means and how to do it? 
Mindfulness is an age-old discipline allowing us to focus 
on the present moment, without passing judgement or 
seeking to change it. Our mission as parents is to ensure 
that our children become independent and responsible. 
By providing them with formal and informal family mind-
fulness practices, we can give them the tools to control 
their attention, be aware and responsible of their choices. 
As beneficial for children as for adults, this book offers: 

- Insights on the pillars of mindfulness; 
- An illustrated initiation tale intended for children; 
- Various games to practice for the whole family; 
-  Lists of tips and tricks to help us attend to our needs 

listen to our emotions and learn kindness.  
This is a toolkit for happy families!

Delphine Chaumont Aïdan
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Viviane Alloing  valloing@eyrolles.com

 Eyrolles

Carla Schiappa-Burdet

Find out more
>  1 200 copies sold  

since September 2020

9782212572391 / 2020 / 164 pages / 16,90 €

Respect is important. Whether it be respecting civic va-
lues, the planet, the opposite sex, others, differences, or 
oneself... We would of course like to pass on these values 
to our children, but how can we explain and apply them in 
everyday family life?
This guide includes:

-  Positive parenting tools to create  
a family environment of love and respect;

-  Answers to questions about equality,  
the environment, difference;

-  Fun activities to make better  
consumer choices and avoid stereotyping;

-  A detachable notebook to go from reflection  
to implementation.

Equality, ecology, respecting differences:  
they have to learn it somewhere!

  Je transmets des valeurs positives

PASSING  
ON VALUES

Parenting Children's Books  Comic books & graphic
Essays & humanities  Literature & fiction  Young adult
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Viviane Alloing  valloing@eyrolles.com

 Eyrolles

9782212678215 / 2019 / 192 pages / 22,00 €

THE EMOTIONS 
WORKSHOP

  L’atelier des émotions

35 creative activities to help your child  
express how they feel

In this guide, we discover the nine emotions most prevalent 
in children's lives. With the 35 activities based on active 
pedagogy, the young reader will discover their inner life and 
strengthen their self-esteem. Each emotion is illustrated 
with a story: by identifying with the characters, the child 
is able to put their emotions into words and find out what 
it is that makes them feel calm and confident. This book 
includes concrete methods to guide the emotional develop-
ment of children from 0 to 10 years old, in a caring, soothing 
environment that facilitates day-to-day family living.

Rights sold
Italian

Find out more
>  4 700 copies sold  

since September 2019

Mathilde Chevalier-Pruvo
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James Elliott  james.elliott@edi8.fr

 First

9782412060292 / 2020 / 128 pages / 16,95 €

CREATIVE 
PARENTING

  La parentalité créative

To become the parent you would like to be,  
you need to understand your stress, understand  
your baby, your child, the exhausted parents around  
us, and those others who always have an opinion  
on everything. This is a guide that gives real  
solutions to parents' problems.

This is the perfect guide for exhausted parents: thematic 
chapters, easy reading, illustrated for a better unders-
tanding. More than 100 topics to get started with positive 
parenting: living with a baby, expectation vs. reality, attach-
ment, personal development, baby’s needs, children’s 
brains, parents’ brains (after reading too many parenting 
guides)… And much more to find the solutions to all your 
problems!

Catherine  
Dumonteil-Kremer,  

Lise Desportes
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James Elliott  james.elliott@edi8.fr

 First

Nadège Lizion

9782412049686 / 2020 / 272 pages / 16,95 €

As a psychologist specialized in neuropsychology and 
as a mother of two, Nadège Lizion has come up with a 
way to put an end to the dreaded "homework struggles" 
faced by so many parents. This book will help you to 
understand the way your child's brain works, as well as 
helping you detect signs of learning disabilities. It will also 
reinforce the principles of positive parenting and create a 
positive communication dynamic. This book will bring you 
answers and concrete every-day solutions, so that study 
time can become a bonding experience between you and  
your child.

A comprehensive guide to understand how your child 
works and have fulfilling study time at home.

  Le meilleur éducateur  
de votre enfant, c'est vous

THE BEST PERSON 
TO EDUCATE YOUR 
CHILD IS YOU
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James Elliott  james.elliott@edi8.fr

 First

9782412056172 / 2020 / 252 pages / 14,95 €

YOGA WITH  
YOUR CHILD

  Yoga avec son enfant

A beautifully illustrated book to introduce  
your child to yoga, develop their motor skills and  
share a calming experience together!

Yoga benefits the body and the mind. With this book, dis-
cover fifteen exercises with your children, and help them 
become aware of their bodies, develop their motor func-
tions and calm their minds. With its attractive presentation 
and different levels of difficulty for the exercises, this book is 
for adults as well as children, helping families enjoy shared 
moments of well-being.

Béatrice Raphalene Lageat,
 Youlie Dessine

Parenting Children's Books  Comic books & graphic
Essays & humanities  Literature & fiction  Young adult
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Gail Markham  gmarkham@dunod.com

 InterEditions

Marion Sarazin

9782729618797 / 2020 / 320 pages / 18,90 €

This book is a collection of self-help educational tips for 
parents, inspired by a series of workshops led by the au-
thor. The aim is to help parents better understand how to 
manage and prevent family conflicts and establish a harmo-
nious family dynamic, for the well-being of the entire family. 
The book begins by explaining how to put an end to quar-
relling and establish calm throughout the family. It provides 
valuable advice on enhancing parenting skills and explains 
how to create a positive and caring learning environment.

Practical tools with lasting effects  
for a peaceful family life: 100% happiness 

  Objectif 100 % plaisir d'être parent 
grâce à la PNL - Les clés pour éduquer 
dans la bienveillance et l'harmonie

MISSION: 100% HAPPY 
PARENT - KEYS TO  
A STEADY UPBRINGING  
FOR YOUR CHILDREN
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Elsa Misson  emisson@jclattes.fr

 JC Lattès

9782092593813 / 2020 / 170-220 pages / 18,00 €

"POSITIVE  
EDUCATION" SERIES

  Série Éducation positive

A must-have guide to parenting, communication  
and understanding. With concrete examples  
adapted to various situations in which parents  
often find themselves when dealing with  
children from 1 to 17 years old.

Isabelle Filliozat is all about positive parenting. Her work is 
based on a number of recent findings in neurobiology, from 
which she has developed a non-violent approach based on 
listening and empathy. Each book addresses a particular 
age group, identifying the typical “problems”; providing 
scientific explanations about what is happening in the 
child’s brain; and finally, suggesting a practical suggestion 
to remedy the problem. 
-  I've tried everything: Rebelliousness, tears  

and tantrums - getting through ages 1 to 5
-  My kid is driving me crazy: Keys to understanding 

children's behavior from age 6 to 11
-  We just don't understand each other anymore:  

teenagers from 12 to 17 years old

Rights sold
Albania, Bulgaria, Brazil, China, 
Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, Italy, 
Japanese, Korean, Latvian, Lithuanian, 
Polish,  Romanian, Russian,  Serbian, 
Slovakian, Spanish (Spain), Turkish, 
Ukrainian, Vietnamese.

Find out more
> Over 500 000 copies sold

Isabelle Filliozat
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Laurence Badot  laurence@editionsleduc.com

 Leduc Pratique

Valérie Lavalle 

Find out more
> 5 000 copies sold

9782092593813 / 2017 / 160 pages / 16,00 €

When you become a parent, your life completely changes. 
And it's not always easy managing a family, but sometimes 
all we need is a few tricks up our sleeves to put an end to 
petty arguments, have more time, and above all make life 
as easy as possible! This guide ranges from old tricks to 
practical advice on how to get your kids to tidy their room in 
a snap of your fingers, ward off nightmares and monsters at 
night, make them eat vegetables, deal with the little bumps 
and bruises of everyday life, leave the house on time in the 
morning but also to simply enjoy the moment!

All the tips and tricks you need to be a happy family!

  Devenir une Happy family  
en 365 trucs & astuces

BECOMING  
A HAPPY FAMILY  
IN 365 TIPS & 
TRICKS
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Laurence Badot  laurence@editionsleduc.com

 Leduc Pratique

9791028517656 / 2020 / 192 pages / 17,00 €

FAMILY 
CONSTELLATIONS

  Les Constellations familiales

Revisiting our family past in order  
to free ourselves from it

Our family, personal and professional difficulties are often 
a wakeup call to revisit our past: by taking the time to ex-
plore our emotions, we can detect the people and events 
that linger.

Jean-Christophe Benas 
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Laurence Badot  laurence@editionsleduc.com

 Leduc Pratique

Xavier Corette de Saint Cyr

Find out more
> 3 000 copies sold

9791028513146 / 2019 / 223 pages / 16,00 €

Kindness, self-esteem, respect, non-violent communica-
tion and perseverance are the fundamental principles of 
this guide to raising children.

The 4 pillars of a happy upbringing

  La Pratique des accords toltèques  
avec vos enfants

PRACTICING TOLTEC 
AGREEMENTS WITH 
YOUR CHILDREN
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Laurence Badot  laurence@editionsleduc.com

 Leduc Pratique

9791028509484 / 2018 / 191 pages / 17,00 €

WHEN MOTHERS 
CRACK

  Quand les mères craquent

Exhausted mothers, preventing burnouts

Although a much-discussed phenomenon, burnouts are 
not only limited to the workplace. Mothers can be just as 
exposed to burnouts in their own homes. At a time when 
the famous “mental load” is starting to be recognized, more 
and more moms admit they feel completely overwhelmed 
by the extent of their daily tasks, by the limited involve-
ment of fathers in family management, by the challenges 
of reconciling personal life and professional life, and by 
the lack of appreciation and support from society… all of 
which results in mothers exhausted by their own child-
ren. Offsetting the cult of the perfect mother, this book 
shows why maternal burnouts have become increasingly 
frequent and why they are inevitable in a modern so-
ciety that favors competition, success and performance. 
This book gives practical and concrete solutions to prevent 
maternal burnouts and get out of them, but also and above 
all to change attitudes about what a mother really is.

Rights sold
Italian

Find out more
> 3 000 copies sold

Etty Buzyn
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Sophie Hogg  shogg@macha-publishing.com

 Macha Publishing

9782374370507 / 2019 / 142 pages / 12,25 €

LIVE HAPPILY 
WITH YOUR 
TEENS

  Vivre heureux avec ses ados 

This entertaining book dedramatizes events  
that may be familiar to those of you who are parents…

This entertaining book dedramatizes events that may be 
familiar to you as a parent and aims to free you of any guilt 
you might feel by rationalizing your doubts. This is a true pa-
rental survival guide, both apt and light-hearted. Psycholo-
gist Louison Nielman, analyzes parental reactions, allowing 
parents to get some perspective on their own behaviors 
and avoid getting carried away. Using relevant anecdotes, 
the narrative arc guides the reader in their handling of this 
difficult, yet universal, passage into adulthood.

Louison Nielman
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Juliette Gufflet  juliette.gufflet@mamaeditions.com 

 Mama Éditions

Julie Toutin, 
Laura Boil

9782845943582 / 2021 / 384 pages / 27,00 €

The purpose of this book is to start thinking about what 
you want as a parent for the birth of your child — the very 
first step that will have an impact on the rest of their life. 
At a time when there is a real divide between the basic 
needs of mothers who give birth and the vision of childbirth 
in our societies today, this well-documented book allows 
women to reappropriate their ability to give birth. Drawing 
on numerous medical or family experiences and supported 
by many scientific sources, this guide accompanies women 
towards the knowledge of their bodies and the encounter 
with their baby. It is illustrated with the photographs of the 
talented Laura Boil.

The first practical and comprehensive guide  
to mindful childbirth, beautifully illustrated  
by a photographer specializing in motherhood. 

  Naître ici - Guide de la naissance 
respectée en France

BORN HERE -  
GUIDE TO RESPECTFUL 
CHILDBIRTH
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Juliette Gufflet  juliette.gufflet@mamaeditions.com 

 Mama Éditions

9782845943032 / 2020 / 84 pages / 12,00 €

DREAMING  
OF MY BABY  
IN PICTURES

  Rêver mon bébé en images

A practical and poetic coloring book, to guide  
the parents-to-be during pregnancy and birth. 

This small illustrated notebook guides expectant parents 
throughout the pregnancy. Logbook, practical guide and 
coloring book all in one, this book invites you to take the 
time to reflect on the extraordinary experience of conceiving 
a child.

Hélène Goninet
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Marie Dessaix  MDESSAIX@nathan.fr

 Nathan

9782092593813 / 2020 / 96 pages / 9,00 €

How can you help your child deal with starting school? How 
can you make sure they understand their value? How to talk 
about death with your child? How to help them cope with 
parents separating? How can you encourage siblings to 
get along better? How to find the right words to respond to 
all the questions about sexuality at every age? What if we 
change the way we raise our boys? Where to start? A collec-
tion of practical books providing concrete answers to help 
parents addressing those difficult subjects with their kids. 

A collection of practical books addressing different 
aspects of all the most essential subjects.

  Collection ‘L’enfance en question’

"CHILDREN  
IN QUESTIONS" 
COLLECTION

multiple authors
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Marie Dessaix  MDESSAIX@nathan.fr

 Nathan

Virginie Limousin,  
Isabelle Filliozat, 

Éric Veillé
9782092593813 / 2020 / 40 pages / 7,95 €

Short stories about the daily adventures of 2 children and 
their parents, to help children understand their own emo-
tions, tantrums, fears, self-confidence, and their place within 
the family. 3 stories per theme for a complete overview of 
the chosen subject, helping children understand why they 
feel the way they do. 

- A guide for parent/child discussions. 
- Different situations of everyday life 
- A psychological tool for parents

Isabelle Filliozat philosophy through 
children's stories.

  Collection 'Les petites histoires Filliozat'

"THE LITTLE 
FILLIOZAT STORIES" 
COLLECTION
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Marie Morvan  morvan.rights@odilejacob.fr

 Odile Jacob

9782738152190 / 2020 / 304 pages / 22,90 €

FROM PRODIGAL 
CHILD TO  
SPOILT BRAT

  De l'enfant roi à l'enfant tyran

How do you ensure your child respects you?  
How do you reestablish authority? Loving somone  
is also about knowing how to say no.

How do you raise a child to be respectful of others while 
also attending to their own sense of fulfilment? This book 
underlines the way in which many parents who think they're 
doing a good job of raising their child have in fact neglected 
their educational duties. Positive education and parental 
indulgence are not enough. Establishing personal autho-
rity is becoming more important than ever before: a parent 
should not be afraid to ensure their child knows both how 
to stand up for themselves and how to respect the authority 
of others.

Rights sold
Korean, Italian, Portuguese

Didier Pleux
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Marie Morvan  morvan.rights@odilejacob.fr

 Odile Jacob

Moïra Mikolajczak, 
Isabelle Roskam

Rights sold
Turkish

9782738153616 / 2020 / 192 pages / 19,90 €

You would like to be a good, caring, attentive parent. But 
in reality, you're completely exhausted and often end up 
feeling guilty for losing your temper over trivial things... This 
book is for all the weary parents out there: from those trying 
to understand parental burn-out, to those looking for ways 
to get over one and making sure it never happens again! 
An excellent practical guide, designed for all parents! Both 
authors are research directors, doctors of psychology, and 
professors at the University of Leuven. 

Parental burn-out explained by the two specialists 
who first identified the phenomenon.

  Le Burn-out parental

PARENTAL 
BURN-OUT
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James Elliott  james.elliott@edi8.fr

 Solar

9782263160486 / 2020 / 224 pages / 16,90 €

MY LITTLE PEARLS 
OF WISDOM

  Mes petites graines de sagesse

 What makes a person happy? What is good  
and evil? Do we love our parents, our friends and  
our cat in the same way? Why should we be polite? 
What is it like to be dead? Is 'being free' being  
able to do whatever we like? 

Discussing life's big questions with your child at a young 
age can be a wonderful experience that can help them 
understand the world around them. In this illustrated 
book, authors offer practical advice and tools for parents, 
to help them discuss the questions that their child might 
have, using a method used for years in Montessori schools. 
Philosophizing at home develops the child's kindness, free-
dom, independence, intellect, but also their capacity for 
happiness.

Noémie d'Esclaibes, 
Sylvie d'Esclaibes, 
Philippe Négaret, 

Aude Chomet
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Florence Pariente  ttipiagency@gmail.com

 Talents Hauts

Élisabeth Brami, 
Estelle Billon-Spagnol

Rights sold
Belarusian, Italian, Korean, Spanish 
(Latin America), Turkish, Vietnamese

9782362661440 / 2016 / 32 pages / 12,50 €

Like moms, dads also have the right to imperfection, to 
be overprotective, to go on paternity leave, to be neither 
athletic nor a handyman, and to fall in love.  This is a text 
denouncing all those deeply engrained stereotypes about 
fathers and fatherhood.

Like moms, dads also have the right to imperfection.

  La déclaration des droits des papas

THE DECLARATION 
OF THE RIGHTS  
OF FATHERS
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Florence Pariente  ttipiagency@gmail.com

 Talents Hauts

9782362661433 / 2016 / 32 pages / 12,50 €

THE DECLARATION 
OF THE RIGHTS  
OF MOTHERS

 La déclaration des droits des mamans

Escaping the stereotypes of motherhood.

Moms have the right not to be perfect, to fix bikes, to have 
fun at work, to have some peace and quiet when they read 
in the bathroom, to change their lives and to fall in love. This 
is a text denouncing all those deeply engrained stereotypes 
about mothers and motherhood.

Rights sold
Belarusian, Italian, Korean, Spanish 
(Latin America), Turkish, Vietnamese

Élisabeth Brami, 
Estelle Billon-Spagnol
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Johanna Brock  j.brock@actes-sud.fr

 Actes Sud Junior

Charlotte Erlih

9782330092368 / 2018 / 96 pages / 12,80 €

Camille’s parents divorced five years ago. Every Sunday 
night, she goes through the same heartbreak when she 
has to pack her stuff and say goodbye. The teenager is 
aware of the rift created by shared custody. With time, she 
has even learnt to deal with it. But today, she must make a 
choice: she is about to meet the family judge and decide on 
her future. Stay in Paris with her father, his new partner and 
their baby? Or uproot her whole life and go live in Australia 
with her mother?

Today, Camille has to tell the family judge  
if she has decided to live with her father or mother.

  Coupée en deux

SPLIT DOWN 
THE MIDDLE
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Pauline Misconi  pauline.misconi@elidia.fr

9782268103044 / 2020 / 220 pages / 12,90 €

Bamba is an angry teen. She's angry with her father, her 
grandmother, and trapped inside a toxic  household. Angry 
with life which snatched her mother away from her too 
soon. Angry with herself, with the whole world, except for 
Mozart,  her best friend, and a stranger, who left her nine 
months later with a burdensome gift : Kylian. This is the 
story of a fighter, and a text that will bring strength and 
courage to young people dogged down by life and about 
to give up. Bamba is an ode to freedom, through a text 
radiating with light.

Fighting and free, the daily combat of a teenage mum

NOT GIVING UP!  
A TEEN MUM 
CALLED BAMBA 

  Bamba

 Éditions du Rocher

Anne Loyer
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So Taniuchi  so.taniuchi@gallimard-jeunesse.fr

 Gallimard Jeunesse

Anne-Laure Bondoux

Rights sold
Spanish (Latin America), Italian, Russian

Find out more
> This book has won multiple prizes: 

- 2017 Vendredi Prize
- 2018 PEEP Readers Prize
- 2018 Vivement Vendredi Prize
- 2018 Var Readers Prize
- 2019 RTS Teenage Literature Prize
- 2019 Chronos Prize

9782070665433 / 2017 / 304 pages / 14,90 €

One night without warning, Titania takes her 16-year-old 
daughter, Nine, to an unknown destination, an isolated 
cabin on the banks of a lake. It’s time for Nine to learn the 
truth about her mother’s secret past. Over the course of 
a single, life-changing night, this mother-daughter rela-
tionship is upended and will never be the same.

A poignant family fresco by renowned author  
Anne-Laure Bondoux.

  L'Aube sera grandiose

DAWN WILL BE 
MAGNIFICENT
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Galia Tapiero  galia.tapiero@kilowatt.fr

 Kilowatt

Adèle Tariel, 
Aurore Pinho e Silva

Rights sold
Korean, Italian, English (India)

9782917045411 / 2016 / 48 pages / 15,80 €

One day, while playing in the attic, I discovered a cello. I  
begged my parents to let me learn how to play it. They 
looked at me sadly and refused. But, backed up by my tea-
cher, a former cellist, I insisted. And my parents signed me 
up for music lessons. I was able to take the cello and my 
mother finally told me her story. The instrument was the 
only thing my parents took with them when they sneaked 
through the wall. It belonged to my grandmother. Now, the 
people are growing angry, the wall must come down and I 
will at last be able to meet my grandparents.

When family stories resurface…

  Un air de violoncelle :  
1989, la chute du mur de Berlin

A CELLO TUNE: 
1989, THE FALL OF 
THE BERLIN WALL
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Galia Tapiero  galia.tapiero@kilowatt.fr

 Kilowatt

Anne Loyer,
Chloé Fraser

Rights sold
English (India)

9782917045688 / 2020 / 48 pages / 15,80 €

Aslam helplessly looks on as his father is arrested. The 
latter disobeyed the English authorities by collecting salt, 
too heavily taxed, to resell it. The boy is beset by doubt: why 
did his father, this gentle and honest man break the law? 
When he learns that Gandhi is on his way to his village, 
Jalapur, Aslam finds hope again. He needs to go talk to 
him. Maybe he can give him an explanation and have his 
father released?

A young boy coming to terms  
with his father's civil disobedience.

  Le courage de mon père :  
1930, Gandhi et la marche du sel

THE COURAGE  
OF MY FATHER: 
1930, GANDHI AND  
THE SALT MARCH
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Bruno Courtet  info@muscadier.fr

 Le Muscadier

9791096935420 / 2019 / 96 pages / 12,50 €

HELP:  
MY MOTHER'S  
AN ALCOHOLIC!

  Anomalie : au secours ma mère boit !

A docufiction that deciphers  
and dedramatizes a mother's alcoholism.

Julie, 14 years-old, is just a normal schoolgirl. But her 
quiet little life takes an unexpected turn when she realizes 
that her mother is an alcoholic. To better understand the 
situation, she will need help... Like a series, this fiction 
unfolds in a succession of episodes, each punctuated by 
the intervention of a specialized psychiatrist, getting past 
the preconceived ideas about alcohol addiction.

Christine Deroin
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Bruno Courtet  info@muscadier.fr

 Le Muscadier

Nicolas Michel

9791096935666 / 2020 / 146 pages / 12,50 €

Gaspard is a very responsible boy. In fact, he's more res-
ponsible that his own parents, who are... disorganized, 
messy, sarcastic, argumentative, absurd and downright 
mad. But Gaspard doesn't give up: it's up to him to take 
care of things around the house. Otherwise, who's going 
to look after Annabelle, his little sister, and Paracetamolle, 
the monkey who survived the Servais laboratories? He has 
everything under control. Until the day when he acciden-
tally makes the beautiful Nina cry. Gaspard decides to do 
everything he can to bring back Nina's smile.

A joyful and well-paced novel about  
a crazy family that will entertain both young and old.

  Comment j’ai réparé le sourire de Nina

HOW I BROUGHT 
BACK NINA'S 
SMILE
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Bruno Courtet  info@muscadier.fr

 Le Muscadier

9791096935321 / 2019 / 216 pages / 13,50 €

I JUST WANTED 
TO BE FREE

  Je voulais juste être libre

A police thriller about the disappearance  
of a 16-year-old girl, victim of a toxic mother.

Why did 16-year-old Manon, who has a reputation for 
exemplary behavior, run away from her house one June 
evening? Why did her mother wait so long before repor-
ting her missing? Why hasn't her best friend Salome heard 
from her? And why doesn't Valentin want to reveal how 
far he has agreed to go in the name of love for Manon? If 
everyone shared what they knew, perhaps we would finally 
unravel the mystery of this strange disappearance and a 
young girl who dreamed of nothing but being completely 
free to be herself.

Claire Gratias
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Bruno Courtet  info@muscadier.fr

 Le Muscadier

Hélène Duvar
9791096935345 / 2019 / 216 pages / 13,50 €

Erwan is 16 years-old and has just lost his other half. 
His twin sister, Eden, committed suicide. Ever since, 
he's suffered terribly and has distanced himself from his 
parents, the therapist, his friends and his high school. 
Overwhelmed by guilt, Erwan can't help but dwell on old 
memories. And then, he discovers Eden's diary, which he 
didn't even know existed...

A story about a teenager dealing  
with the grief of his twin sister's suicide.

  Mon Éden

MY EDEN
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Véronique Lagny Delatour  levergerdeshesperides@hotmail.fr

 Le Verger des Hespérides

9782365872614 / 2017 / 152 pages / 15,00 €

BORN ON X
  Né sous x

A fortuneteller tells Leo, an adopted child,  
that he will find his true mother by following  
the tracks of a polar bear.

One day at a fun fair, Leo, an adopted child who was aban-
doned at birth, gives his last five Euros to consult a fortune- 
teller. She tells him that he will find his true mother by 
following the tracks of a polar bear.
Excited by this revelation, Leo sets out on a secret adven-
ture with his friend Laura. A charming little novel about the 
question that all adopted children ask themselves, just like 
Leo, when they realize that the mom they know is not the 
mom they thought she was.Rights sold

English

Find out more
> "Orangerie" media library awards

Valérie Lacroix
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Véronique Lagny Delatour  levergerdeshesperides@hotmail.fr

 Le Verger des Hespérides

Isabelle Guigou

Find out more
> "Gard" readers prize

9782917642320 / 2010 / 164 pages / 16,00 €

Slimane was found as a baby in a village during the 
French-Algerian war. Years later, when he's a teenager, he 
decides to go back to the place where he was found, and 
he meets lots of different people along the way. He learns 
a lot from his encounters, most of all that we are all trying, 
in one way or another, to find out who we are. 

Slimane was found as a baby in a village  
during the French-Algerian war. Years later,  
he decides to go back.

  Racines de sable 

ROOTS  
OF SAND
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Véronique Lagny Delatour  levergerdeshesperides@hotmail.fr

 Le Verger des Hespérides

978235871815 / 2021 / 288 pages / 18,00 €

STOLEN 
CHILDHOOD

  Enfance volée

Elodie is seven years old when her life 
changes forever.

How is it that just moving house can turn into a total night-
mare? Why don't her parents help her? Throughout her 
childhood, Elodie experiences moments of fear and anger, 
but also happiness… This moving tale of a disrupted child-
hood demonstrates how some children are forced to grow 
up too fast.Rights sold

English

Find out more
> Selected by the journal "Psychologie"

Elodie Pierron
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Véronique Lagny Delatour  levergerdeshesperides@hotmail.fr

 Le Verger des Hespérides

Jérôme Bourgine

Find out more
> Favorite of Swiss Payot bookstores

9782365872201 / 2016 / 232 pages / 18,00 €

When Julian, a 13 year old boy, learns that his father has 
been killed in a car accident, his whole world falls apart. 
Then, one day, a video pops up on his computer: it's his 
father - and he has a message for Julian about life, love 
and death.
If death is a reality which nobody can escape, who can tell 
us what we'll find beyond the big black wall? Maybe Eli, 
Julian's younger sister!
This moving novel takes us beyond despair and absence.

When Julian learns that his father has been killed  
in a car accident, his whole world falls apart.

  Mots pour maux

WORDS  
FROM BEYOND
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Isabelle Darthy  idarthy@ecoledesloisirs.com

 L'École des loisirs

9782211228336 / 2016 / 334 pages / 17,00 €

SAVIOR & SON 
(SEASON1)

  Sauveur & Fils (Saison1) 

A series built like a TV soap which sets a motley  
cast of characters on a shrink’s couch. A captivating 
reflection on today's society and family relationships.

When your name is Savior, how can you not feel like you 
need to save the whole world? Savior Saint-Yves, 1.90 me-
ters tall and 80 kilograms of muscle, would like to save 
Margaux Carré, age 14, who self-harms, Ella Kuypens, age 
12, who faints with terror every time she sees her Latin tea-
cher, Cyrille Courtois, age 9, who still wets the bed, Gabin 
Poupard, age 16, who plays World of Warcraft all night and 
no longer goes to school, and the three Augagneur sisters, 
age 5, 14, and 16, whose mother has just moved in with a 
young woman... Savior Saint-Yves is a clinical psychologist.  
But while he’s always busy with other people’s problems, 
Savior forgets his own. Why can’t he talk to his son Lazare, 
who is 8, about his mom who died in an accident? Why has 
he never shown him their wedding picture?

Rights sold
Hungarian, Italian, Russian, Slovenian

Find out more
> Series of 7 titles; 
>  More than 210 000 copies  

sold in France; 
>  Pépite 2016 des lecteurs France 

Télévisions/Salon du livre et  
de la presse jeunesse de Montreuil

Marie-Aude Murail

Marija Gaudry  mgaudry@ecoledesloisirs.com
Iris Declercq  ideclercq@ecoledesloisirs.com
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Sophie Hogg  shogg@macha-publishing.com

 Macha Publishing

Louison Nielman

9782374370651 / 2020 / 120 pages / 7,49 €

The Father’s Mask is written by Louison Nielman, a psycho-
logist who shares her extensive knowledge on family emo-
tional health in her new book. The Father’s Mask, shows 
us life through the eyes of a young schoolgirl, Celeste, as 
she navigates her violent home life. This series conveys a 
message of hope and equips children and teenagers with 
real-life tools and vocabulary to help understand and cope 
with such situations in their own lives. 

This series conveys a message of hope  
and equips children and teenagers with real-life  
tools and vocabulary to help understand  
and cope with a difficult home life.

  Le masque de père

THE FATHER'S 
MASK
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Tamara Roesen  TROESEN@rageotediteur.fr

 Rageot

9782700275469 / 2020 / 192 pages / 14,50 €

HER
  Elles

A broken family. A mother going through a rough patch. 
Marina has always been loyal. But should she keep 
quiet about her mother’s secret?

Marina, 13, and her little brother Vania have just moved 
with their mother to a new city for a new life. Their parents 
recently separated and nothing is as it used to be. When 
Marina discovers that her mother has been fired and is 
struggling to cope, she decides to do everything she can 
to ensure that no one notices, out of fear that they’ll be 
separated. But can Marina really keep up appearances both 
at school and with her father? Who will be the one to break 
through the wall of silence she has built around herself?Rights sold

Korean

Sophie Rigal-Goulard
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Tamara Roesen  TROESEN@rageotediteur.fr

 Rageot

Agnès Laroche

9782700275544 / 2020 / 224 pages / 14,90 €

Adele's mother, Lise, is suffering from a serious illness. But 
she refuses to allow her disease to take over her entire life, 
so she and Adele make a pact: to talk about it as little as pos-
sible, especially not to her ex-husband. So the two of them 
start to treat the disease as a monster they have to keep at 
bay. But Adele is increasingly reluctant to leave her mother 
alone, she worries about the slightest unusual sign and, 
above all, she regrets what she did a few months earlier, 
unaware at that point that her mother had been hospitalized. 
The secret becomes harder and harder to keep to herself. 
Gradually, Adele distances herself from Blanche, her best 
friend. She avoids weekends at her father's house. She 
even evades Darius, a boy from school who’d do anything 
to see her again...

Adele's mother has been suffering from a serious 
illness for several months, that Adele and her mother 
nickname the Ogress…

  Notre monstre

OUR MONSTER
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